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An introduction into the study of nucleus-nucleus collisions is presented, along with an
overview of present status of selected topics. The study of nucleus-nucleus collisions is a
diverse field, allowing to address a wide range of fundamental physics. In each domain of
beam energies, from the Coulomb barrier to ultrarelativistic energies, characteristic reaction
mechanisms contribute and offer possibility to obtain information on the properties of nuclear
matter under specific conditions, what allows to determine a global equation of the state and
construct a global phase diagram of the strongly interacting nuclear matter. The extracted
properties of the nuclear matter can be used for development of theoretical description of the
nuclear matter and the underlying theory of the strong interaction, the quantum chromody-
namics. The properties of the nuclear matter further allow to make conclusions on various
aspects of the nuclear astrophysics and astro-particle physics, from the primordial nucleosyn-
thesis through production of heavy nuclei, properties of neutron stars, supernova explosions,
to the physics of the early Universe. The nucleus-nucleus collisions can be also used as a
practical tool for production of very exotic neutron-rich nuclei, thus allowing to enter this
yet completely unknown domain with the potential for further discoveries of new nuclear
phenomena. Further progress in the field will depend on availability of the new experimen-
tal facilities with the capabilities greatly exceeding the capabilities of the presently existing
experimental facilities.
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Introduction 3

1 Introduction

Since the first nuclear reaction was observed almost a century ago [1], study of nuclear reactions
lead to several fundamental discoveries, such as discovery of neutron, discovery of nuclear fis-
sion, production of a wide range of chemical elements up to the superheavy nuclei, production of
sub-nuclear (elementary) particles, and production of a new state of matter, quark-gluon plasma.
Moreover, a practical use of nuclear reactions influenced the daily life of human society through
a wide range of applications, most prominently in production of energy and in medicine. Spe-
cific role belongs to the nuclear reactions, induced by the beams of heavy ions on heavy target
nuclei, named also nucleus-nucleus collisions. The term heavy means usually any nucleus with
mass A equal or larger than 20 mass units (A≥20). Such a distinction is not arbitrary, the lighter
nuclei like 12C exhibit a strong cluster structure and only nuclei with 20 or more nucleons can be
considered as the homogeneous objects, which can be described using many-body techniques.
Since accelerated heavy ion beams carry electrically charged nucleus, much smaller than radius
of atomic orbitals, where electrons are normally located, the probability of non-elastic nuclear
interaction (nuclear reaction) with a nucleus of a target material is dramatically limited at low
beam energies by the presence of the Coulomb barrier, originating from the repulsive electro-
static interaction of the beam and target nucleus. Once the beam energy exceeds the Coulomb
barrier, many additional reaction channels open up energetically and a variety of open channels
evolves with increasing beam energy.

The basic requirement for the occurence of nucleus-nucleus collision, kinetic energy of the
beam of accelerated heavy ions exceeding the corresponding Coulomb barrier, implies that multi-
ply charged heavy ions must be accelerated and thus a powerful accelerator, equipped with an ion
source, capable to provide such ions with multiple electrons stripped from their atomic envelope,
must be available. The cyclic accelerators, named cyclotrons, which met such requirements,
became available in the late 50-s and early 60-s in the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
in Berkeley, California, USA, in the Nobel Institute of Physics, Stockholm, Sweden and in the
Flerov Laboratory of Nuclear Physics, Dubna, Soviet Union, and they became a driving force of
the new dynamically evolving field of nuclear physics. Instantaneous impact of the new accel-
erating technique was achieved by producing heavy chemical elements beyond mendelevium in
the complete fusion reactions (for a review see e.g. [2]). In the next decades, compound nucleus
(complete fusion) reactions close to the Coulomb barrier became a tool of choice for production
of extremely proton-rich nuclei up to the limit of stability against instantaneous emission of pro-
tons, the so-called proton dripline. Further increase in the beam energy lead to observation of
a new, previously unknown type of nuclear reactions, the reactions of deep-inelastic transfer [3]
(which use to be called also deep-inelastic collisions, however this term is used also in particle
physics for description of a different phenomenon, and thus it is advisable to avoid such redun-
dancy). With increasing beam energy, reactions induced by heavy ion beams lead to observation
of various fragmentation phenomena, and provided a possibility to probe the nuclear equation
of state at sub-saturation density, where the liquid-gas phase transition, analogous to the phase
transition in water, can be addressed. Further increase of beam energy lead to observation of
the flow phenomena [4], manifesting the properties of the equation of state of nuclear matter at
supra-saturation nuclear densisties. Use of such heavy ion beams of relativistic energies lead also
to observation of sub-threshold emission of sub-nuclear particles, e.g. pions [5], not achievable
in reactions induced by nucleons or other particles. At ultra-relativistic energies, nucleus-nucleus
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collisions observed at the Super Proton Synchrotron at CERN, Geneva, at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider at Brookhaven National Laboratory and at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN,
allowed observation of a new state of matter, predicted by the quantum chromodynamics, the
quark-gluon plasma. Besides these discoveries, the nucleus-nucleus collisions can be potentially
used as a practical tool, offering a large potential for production of extremely neutron-rich nuclei,
not achievable by other methods. Such options, however, need further development in order to
reach viable experimental solutions. In general, it is beyond doubt that emergence of the heavy
ion accelerators opened a wholly new field of nuclear physics, which is evolving dynamically
until today.

Further breakthrough in nuclear physics was achieved by development and construction of
facilities, providing the beams of short-living unstable nuclei (unstable heavy ions). First beams
of unstable nuclei were obtained at the Niels Bohr Institute at Copenhagen by the ISOL (Isotope
Separation On-Line) method [6], allowing to extract, by a thermal transport, the unstable nuclei
from the thick target, irradiated by high-energy proton beam, and subsequently ionize them and
transfer them to the experimental area as secondary beams. Such method, providing low-energy
secondary beams, which can not initiate secondary nuclear reactions, is used now e.g. at the
ISOLDE facility at CERN and at the TRIUMF facility in Vancouver, Canada, for a wide range
of experiments in nuclear spectroscopy and astrophysics. However, a further necessary step, al-
lowing to use the secondary beams of unstable nuclei for initiation of nuclear reactions, is the
post-acceleration of the secondary beam. This was first achieved at the ISOL facility at Cyclotron
Laboratory in Louvaine-la-Neuve. Post-accelerated ISOL beams are nowadays available also at
the REX-ISOLDE LINAC at ISOLDE, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, and at the TRIUMF fa-
cility in Vancouver. Reaction mechanism studies with radioactive beams such as 132Sn have been
performed primarily at Oak Ridge facility, focusing mainly to the complete fusion reactions [7].
At the REX-ISOLDE, the maximum beam energy of 3 AMeV, still below the Coulomb barrier, is
sufficient to initiate some types of reaction, such as Coulomb excitation and direct (d,p)-transfer.
The planned upgrade to HIE-ISOLDE will allow post-acceleration to 10 AMeV and thus a study
of nuclear reactions. Another possibility to initiate nuclear reactions using the secondary beams
is to use the in-flight method, where primary beam with energies above 50 AMeV hits the tar-
get and the secondary fragments are separated using suitable ion-optical device, thus forming
a secondary beam, even if of a much worse quality than the post-accelerated beam. Examples
of such facilities are FRS at GSI Darmstadt, SPIRAL at GANIL Caen, A−1200 and A−1900
at NSCL, Michigan State University, and RIBF facility at RIKEN in Japan. First fragmentation
studies of secondary beam were performed at fragment separator FRS at GSI Darmstadt [8].
Also the in-flight method can be used to provide high-quality post-accelerated beams, in that
case the secondary fragments need to be stopped in the gas volume, ionized and re-accelerated.
Such facilities are under construction now, e.g. at the NSCL and RIKEN. Future large scale fa-
cilities, providing intense secondary beams of unstable nuclei, encompass e.g. the FAIR facility
at Darmstadt, Germany, FRIB facility at Michigan State University, and ultimately the planned
EURISOL facility. Such facilities will allow large-scale use of secondary beams for initiation of
secondary reactions, allowing detailed studies of reaction mechanisms and potentially leading to
beams of even more exotic nuclei.
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2 Nuclear reactions

Studies of radioactive properties of nuclei in the beginning of 20th century led to observation of
the first nuclear reaction initiated by human activity. In 1919 Rutherford observed reactions [1]
where alpha-particles from the radioactive source interacted with the stable isotope of nitrogen
14N, resulting in emission of proton and production of unstable nucleus 17O. Nuclear reactions,
initiated by alpha-particles, remained the only known type of experimentally observed nuclear
reaction until 1932, when Chadwick discovered neutron [9] and Cockcroft and Walton devel-
oped first particle accelerator, accelerating protons [10]. Initially, the most frequently used type
of reactions, initiated by the beams of heavy ions was the compound nucleus reaction, where
statistically equilibrated compound nucleus is formed by fusion of the beam and target nuclei
(as explained by Niels Bohr [11]), and the excess of energy is disposed by emission of light
particles (mostly neutrons) and γ-rays. In 1934 Fermi reported observation a new type of reac-
tion, induced by neutrons on uranium, and observed new unstable nuclei, which he assigned as
transuranium elements [12]. Only in 1939 detailed chemical analysis, performed by Hahn and
Strassman, established that the observed activity belongs, among others, to the element of barium
in the middle of periodic table [13]. Such observation was explained by Meitner and Frisch [14]
as a process of nuclear fission, a first nuclear process where a wide range of unstable nuclei
was produced. Another type of nuclear reactions observed in this early era of nuclear physics
were the direct reactions, where the reaction such as (d,p)-transfer occurs in single step, as first
described in 1935 by Oppenheimer and Phillips [15].

As described above, significant impulse to investigation of nuclear reactions was provided
by the use of heavy ion beams, which allowed study of the nucleus-nucleus collisions. While
the nuclear reactions, induced by the beams of nucleons or light nuclei such as α-particle, occur
at limited range of angular momenta, in the nucleus-nucleus collisions a wide range of angular
momenta contributes. Therefore, a limiting value of angular momentum, called grazing angular
momentum, must be defined, which corresponds to the collision, where two nuclei barely touch
(”graze”) each other. The corresponding scattering angle is called grazing angle. Grazing angular
momentum can be simply estimated as

lgraz = k R

√
Ecm − Vint(R, l = 0)

Ecm
(2.1)

where k is the norm of the wave vector, R = R1 +R2 is the interaction radius, where R1, R2 are
radii of the two nuclei, Ecm is the kinetic energy in the center of mass system and Vint(R, l = 0)
is the height of the interaction barrier. At the angular momenta larger than grazing angular
momentum, or correspondingly, at impact parameters larger than the value bgraz = ~ lgraz/pcm

(where ~ is the Planck constant, representing the quantum of angular momentum, and pcm is
the momentum in the center of mass system), corresponding to touching configuration, elastic
scattering is a dominant scenario. Nevertheless, due to extension and thus possible overlap of
nucleonic wave function, direct nucleon stripping or pickup reactions are possible even at angular
momenta, larger than grazing angular momentum. Other possible inelastic channel, occurring
above the grazing angular momentum, is the Coulomb excitation, mediated purely by electro-
magnetic interaction.

When the initial angular momentum becomes smaller than the grazing angular momentum,
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the short-range nuclear interaction turns on and a variety of reaction scenarios becomes possi-
ble, depending on the value of angular momentum and on the kinetic energy of relative motion.
Several energy regimes are defined in this article and treated in detail separately. The empha-
sis is put on the properties of the massive reaction products, as a survivors of the dynamical
evolution during nucleus-nucleus collision. The collisions can be classified by the number of
massive remnants as fusion-like collisions (with a single massive remnant), binary collisions
(with the projectile- and target-like remnant) and multifragmentation (with many massive rem-
nants). Still, the number of such massive remnants can be influenced by secondary emission
from these fragments, and thus also their dynamical properties need to be considered prior to
making conclusions concerning the type of collision. As documented below, the definitions of
energy domains used here coincide with changes in the typical number of massive fragments,
thus reflecting the change of reaction mechanism.

Besides classification by beam energy, the nucleus-nucleus collisions can be usually split
into several classes according to their impact parameter (or angular momentum). Especially at
low and intermediate energies the peripheral and central collision represent separate classes with
different dominant reaction mechanism. Therefore, also the model description differs and it is
mostly phenomenological.

Of course, an ultimate goal is to have universal model, able to describe any class of colli-
sions, for now this was achieved with most success at relativistic beam energies. On the other
hand, phenomenological models are valuable by their simplicity and allow to think about the
reaction mechanism in relatively simple terms, which may be helpful for the readers previously
not familiar with the field.

2.1 Nuclear reactions at low energies close to Coulomb barrier

The longest known type of nuclear reaction at low energies close to Coulomb barrier is the com-
pound nucleus or complete fusion reaction [11]. In order for complete fusion reaction to occur
in nucleus-nucleus collision, the two nuclei need to overcome the interaction barrier. When the
kinetic energy of the heavy ion beam is comparable to the fusion barrier, the probability of fusion
depends on the properties of the fusion barrier. The fusion barrier is formed by an interplay of
repulsive Coulomb interaction and attractive nuclear interaction. A successful parameterization
of nucleus-nucleus potential was formulated using the so-called nuclear proximity potential [16]

Vint(r, l) =
Z1Z2e

2

r
+

~l2

2J
− as d

A
1/3
1 A

1/3
2

R1 + R2
e−s/d (2.2)

where as is the surface energy coefficient, Z1, Z2 are the atomic numbers of nuclei, A1, A2 are
the mass numbers of nuclei, l is the angular momentum, and J is the momentum of inertia of
the system. Such formula obviously leads to the values of the fusion barrier height lower than
the pure Coulomb plus centrifugal barrier. The fusion cross section can be then calculated as a
sum of contributions of partial l-waves up to some limiting value of angular momentum llim

σfus =
llim∑
l=0

(2l + 1) Tl (2.3)
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where the transition probability Tl can be estimated assuming parabolic barrier

Tl =
1

1 + exp[2π(Vint(l)− Ecm)/~ωl]
(2.4)

with Vint(l) being the maximum of Vint(r, l) for a given l and ~ωl being the barrier curvature
parameter. Alternatively, the transition probability Tl can be evaluated using the WKB approx-
imation [17] for any shape of fusion barrier. As a reasonable parameterization for evaluation of
fusion probabilities in reactions, leading to compound nuclei up to Z = 104 at energies in the
vicinity of fusion barrier can be assumed the WKB approximation with the barrier diffuseness,
used in the statistical code HIVAP [18]. The value of the limiting angular momentum is usually
estimated using the formula of Wilczynski [19].

For nuclei with Z > 104 and also for some symmetric fusion reactions leading to neutron-
deficient isotopes of thorium and uranium [20], additional fusion hindrance due to competition
with fast fission mode (quasi-fission) needs to be considered. Also, for detailed description of
the sub-barrier fusion phenomena the coupled-channel fusion model [21], reflecting the coupling
of fusion process to presence of suitable excited nuclear levels, can be used. Furthermore, below
fusion barrier, some direct reactions are possible, mostly a pickup or stripping of a nucleon. Sub-
barrier phenomena, despite their low cross sections, are of high importance especially for nuclear
astrophysics. These phenomena are beyond the scope of the present article and interested readers
can find detailed introduction e.g. in the review [22].

Once the fusion cross section is known, the final cross sections of individual reaction channels
(represented by a specific evaporation residue) can be calculated using the statistical model of
nuclear deexcitation, as implemented e.g. in the statistical code HIVAP [18]. This code is widely
used for the calculations of evaporation residue (ER) cross sections in the region of heavy fissile
nuclei at the excitation energies up to 100 MeV. It is based on the statistical model of compound
nucleus deexcitation. The production cross section of a given evaporation residue is given as

σER =
llim∑
l=0

(2l + 1) Tl PER(l) (2.5)

where the survival probability PER(l) is given as

PER(l) =
∑

c

NER∏
k=1

P
(k)
i (li) (2.6)

where the first sum includes any possible emission sequence c (e.g in the channel with emission
of a single of proton and several neutrons the proton can be emitted at any stage of de-excitation
cascade). The probability of a given decay channel i is

Pi(l) = Γi(l)/Γtot(l) (2.7)

where Γi(l),Γtot(l) represent the width of a decay channel i and the total decay width at a given
de-excitation stage. The partial emission widths for particle emission are determined as

Γi(E, l) ∝ (2l + 1)(2si + 1)
∫ E−EB(l)−Erot(l)

0

ρ(E − EB(l)− Erot(l)− ε)εσidε (2.8)
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and the fission width as

Γf (E, l) ∝ (2l + 1)
∫ E−Bf (l)−Erot(l)

0

ρ(E −Bf (l)− Erot(l)− ε)dε (2.9)

where ρ is the level density calculated using the Fermi gas formula [23] and σi the inverse cross
section for particle emission, l again denotes the angular momentum, si the spin of the particle,
EB the binding energy of the particle, Erot the rotational energy

Erot(l) =
~2l(l + 1)

2J
(2.10)

and Bf (l) the fission barrier. The level density parameter used in the level density formula was
determined for the particle emission channel according to the formula of Ignatyuk [24] (with
the damping constant D = 18.5MeV describing the quenching of the ground state pairing
correction with increasing excitation energy) while for the fission channel the asymptotic value
of level density parameter ã = A/10MeV was used.

The above model of statistical emission was verified in detail using the evaporation residue
cross sections in the region from mercury to uranium [25], using the cross sections of xn, pxn
and αxn evaporation channels, with long de-excitation chains of up to 13 emitted neutrons. In
this region the observed values of the evaporation residue cross sections are still rather high and
identification of reaction products is relatively simple since the proton-rich nuclei in this region
are α-emitters. Also, since fission barriers in this region are comparable to neutron binding
energy, fission channel plays important role and its implementation to the model can be put to
stringent test. This region, specifically in the vicinity of the closed neutron shell N=126, is
important also as a testing ground for the production of superheavy nuclei, where fission barrier
are caused purely by the shell structure.

In the framework of statistical model of compound nucleus deexcitation, three modes of
calculations were used in order to reproduce large set of production cross sections of nuclei with
Z = 82− 92 and N ' 126, produced in heavy ion induced reactions at projectile energies from
Coulomb barrier up to 10 AMeV. Three different modes of calculation were used, introduction
in different way the shell effects into the calculation of fission probability.

Within the first variant (I), the full fission barrier was calculated as the sum of liquid drop and
shell components

Bf (l) = CBLD
f (l) + ∆BShell

f . (2.11)

where the macroscopic component of fission barrier (BLD
f ) was calculated according to the ro-

tating charged liquid drop model of Cohen-Plasil-Swiatecki [26]. Shell component of the fission
barrier (∆BShell

f ) was taken as the difference between liquid drop [27] and measured [28] mass
of the nucleus, i.e. as the module of ∆Wν(A,Z). Coefficient C was the only free parameter of
calculations. In order to reproduce correctly the full set of data, including pxn and αxn channels,
the values of emission barriers were scaled by factor Cp = 0.91 for protons and Cα = 0.82 for
α-particles.

Using this modification, the overall agreement within factor of four in all xn, pxn and αxn
channels was achieved. On Figure 2.1 are given optimum values of parameter C, necessary to
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1
Fig. 2.1. Top panel: Optimum values of parameter C, necessary to reproduce experimental cross sections
within Variant I, as a function of neutron number of residual nuclei. Middle panel: Optimum values of
parameter C, necessary to reproduce experimental cross sections within Variant II, as a function of neu-
tron number of residual nuclei. Bottom panel: Optimum values of parameter K, necessary to reproduce
experimental cross sections within Variant III, as a function of neutron number of residual nuclei.

reproduce experimental cross sections, as a function of neutron number. Strong reduction of op-
timum C values occur in the vicinity of neutron shell N = 126, where C values form resonance
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like structure. This may indicate that, within variant (I), the influence of shell effects onto fis-
sion channel may be introduced incorrectly, because such a strong dependence of macroscopic
quantity on shell structure is hard to explain.

In an alternative variant (II), the whole sum of macroscopic and microscopic (shell) part of
fission barrier was scaled by a factor C

Bf (l) = C
(
BLD

f (l) + ∆BShell
f

)
(2.12)

and the values of parameters Cp, Cα and ãf/ãν were the same as in variant (I).
Obtained overall agreement in production cross sections was of the same quality as in the

previous case. On Figure 2.1b are given optimum values of parameter C, necessary to reproduce
experimental cross sections, as a function of neutron number within variant (II). Values appear
to be practically constant in the vicinity of neutron shell N = 126 and far off the shell closure.
Few remnants of resonance like structure are still present but do not violate the overall trend. In
this way we obtained the set of fixed parameters for the whole set of experimental data. Overall
stability of coefficient C, which is the only free parameter of calculations, may point to the role
of correct calculation of level density in the saddle point configuration instead of modification of
fission barriers.

Taking into account results of previous calculations the last variant (III) was used, where
parameter C was fixed (the value C = 0.9 was applied to the macroscopic fission barrier of
CPS in order to use fission barriers similar to that of Sierk [29]) and the ratio of asymptotic level
density parameters in fission and evaporation channels ãf/ãν was varied with excitation energy
above saddle point according to formula

ãf/ãν(E∗
f ) = 1 + K exp

(
−

E∗
f

D

)
(2.13)

where the value of damping parameter D was taken as (D = 18.5MeV ), equal to the damping
constant of shell effects in particle evaporation channels [24]. This formula leads to values
of ãf/ãν close to one at excitation energies higher than 50 MeV what is in agreement with
conclusion of work [30]. The parameter K is the only free parameter of calculation within
variant (III).

On the bottom panel of Figure 2.1 are given optimum values of parameter K, necessary to
reproduce experimental cross sections within analogous overall agreement as in previous cases,
as a function of neutron number. The values differ in the vicinity of neutron shell N = 126 and
far off the shell. The resonance like structure is evident and is centered around value of about
N = 124. Such a shift may imply that for determination of production cross sections mainly last
few steps of deexcitation cascade are decisive. This conclusion is in agreement with our previous
studies for the nuclei with the Z = 82 − 92 [31]. Higher value of K near the neutron shell
N = 126 may imply transition from deformed to spherical nuclei, what leads to reduction of
collective enhancement in the level density of particle evaporation remnants and thus to further
increase of the dominance of level density in the fission channel.

Thus a large set of production cross sections of nuclei with Z = 82−92, produced in xn, pxn
and αxn channel of heavy ion induced reactions, could be reproduced using three different sets
of parameters of statistical model of nuclear deexcitation. Of the three variants, the variant (II)
indicates that the fission barrier as a whole is ”scaled down”, which means that the relative scaling
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Fig. 2.2. Experimental [32] (thick lines) and simulated (lines) mass distributions in the reaction 58Ni+208Pb
at 5.66 AMeV for selected elements.

of macroscopic and microscopic part of the fission barrier is not the source of discrepancy. On
the other hand, the variant (III) appears to point to the decisive role of difference in deformation
of saddle point and ground state, and sensitivity to changes in ground state deformation of the
excited nuclei.

Besides compound nucleus reactions, where a single composite excited nucleus is formed
by fusion of the projectile and target, there is other class of (binary) nuclear reactions, where
both projectile- and target-like residue are preserved. Some experimental data for reactions of
massive nuclei exist at energies just above the Coulomb barrier, with significant cross sections.
An attempt was undertaken [33] to test the model framework, using the model of deep-inelastic
transfer (DIT) in the implementation of Tassan-Got [34], combined with de-excitation code SMM
[35]. It was established that using the original version of the DIT code, optimized for the beam
energies comparable to the Fermi energy of the nuclear matter (which amount to approximately
40 MeV), the production cross sections of multi-nucleon transfer could not be reproduced. It
was necessary to modify the parameterization of the nucleon density profile to allow opening
of the transfer window at larger separation distances. Using the modified parameters of the
trapezoidal density profile (maximum full density radius R0 was enlarged by 0.7 fm and the slope
increased from 0.65 to 2.2 fm), it was possible to reproduce reasonably well the cross sections
of the multinucleon transfer in the reaction 58Ni+208Pb at 5.66 AMeV [32], as documented in
the Figure 2.2. The necessary extension of the nuclear density profile can be possibly interpreted
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Fig. 2.3. Experimental [38] (symbols) and simulated (lines) mass distributions in the reaction 22Ne+232Th
at 7.9 AMeV for selected elements at 40 degrees. Dashed lines - standard DIT+SMM simulation, solid
lines - DIT+SMM using DIT code with the extension of the nuclear profile.

as a mean field effect due to evolution of the low density nuclear matter structure in the window
(neck) region in the initial stage of the reaction. This explanation can provide an alternative to the
initially suggested enhancement of the di-proton transfer [32]. Another reactions with available
experimental data were 64Ni+208Pb at 5.47 AMeV [36] and 64Ni+238U at 6.09 AMeV [37] where
an analogous simulation was carried out with the same parameters as in the previous case. The
result lead to agreement which was analogous to the previous case. It appears that the extension
of the nuclear density profile can be an effect caused by long reaction timescale at energies just
above the Coulomb barrier and thus its evolution can be determined dominantly by the initial
energy of the beam.

In this context it is of interest to investigate data also at somewhat higher initial beam energy.
Projectile-like nuclei were observed in the reaction 22Ne+232Th at beam energy 7.9 AMeV, using
two detectors positioned at 12 and 40 degrees [38].

The comparisons of the observed isotopic yields (symbols) at the two angles with the results
of a standard DIT+SMM simulation ( dashed lines ) and of the version using the DIT code with
the extension of the nuclear profile (solid lines) are shown in Figures 2.3, 2.4. The extension
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Fig. 2.4. Experimental [38] (symbols) and simulated (lines) mass distributions in the reaction 22Ne+232Th
at 7.9 AMeV for selected elements at 12 degrees. Dashed lines - standard DIT+SMM simulation, solid
lines - DIT+SMM using the DIT code with the extension of the nuclear profile.

of the nuclear profile amounted to approximately 75 % compared to the three reactions at beam
energy 5.5 – 6.0 AMeV. Again the standard DIT+SMM simulation (dashed lines) underpredicts
the magnitude of the observed cross sections and improvement is achieved when using the ex-
tended nuclear profile, with the necessary extension weaker by 25% than in reactions at lower
beam energy. Thus it appears that there exists a trend where the magnitude of the necessary ex-
tension of the nuclear profile decreases with beam energy, possibly due to shorter collision time.
Reasonable agreement is reached at 40 degrees, while at 12 degrees there appears a problem to
reproduce the production cross sections of mainly β-stable isotopes. This discrepancy may be
however caused by another reaction mechanism, possibly a direct breakup in the field of heavy
target nucleus, as suggested by the fact that production cross sections of these isotopes do not
follow precisely the Qgg systematics [38]. This assumption is supported also by the fact that
discrepancies are observed mostly at lower angle and the effect increases with decreasing atomic
number.

Projectile-like nuclei were observed also in the more symmetric reaction 22Ne+90Zr at beam
energy 7.9 AMeV, using detector positioned at 12 degrees [39]. The extension of the nuclear
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profile in DIT+SMM simulations was again approximately 75 % compared to the three reactions
at beam energy 5.5 – 6.0 AMeV. Again the standard DIT+SMM simulation underpredicted the
magnitude of some observed cross sections, specifically for isotopes of oxygen and nitrogen.
For these nuclei, improvement was achieved when using the extended nuclear profile, with the
extension as in the reaction 22Ne+232Th. The evolution of the trend thus seems consistent with
the dependence on the beam energy as in the previous cases, in this reaction, however, the effect
is pronounced weakly when compared to the reactions with heavy fissile target nuclei, since the
difference in the overall quality of agreement between two simulations is not too significant. It
appears that the extension of nuclear profile evolves (into the neck region) mostly in reactions
where heavy fissile nuclei participate.

For projectile-target combinations leading to composite systems in the region of superheavy
nuclei there is another possible reaction mechanism, the so-called quasi-fission. It occurs when
neither compound nucleus nor the binary configuration, necessary for nucleon exchange, is
formed. Instead, the system evolution turns towards the fission valley, and the system reaches
scission point very quickly. The systematics in the reactions with lead target, published in [40],
shows that quasi-fission sets on for beams heavier than 48Ca and it vanishes when beam energy
exceeds 6 AMeV. In terms of reaction mechanism, quasi-fission is similar to nucleon exchange,
however it proceeds while macroscopic shape of the system also evolves along the fission val-
ley. Compared to the fusion-fission, total kinetic energy in quasi-fission is lower and the range
of mass asymmetry covers the range from mass asymmetry of projectile-target configuration to
the symmetric mass split. Besides its complex dynamical nature, investigation quasi-fission is
interesting also since it is a major obstacle for production of super-heavy nuclei.

2.2 Nuclear reactions at intermediate energies

The definition of energy domain, called intermediate energies, usually differs among authors, in
this review we consider the beam energies between 10 and 100 AMeV, mostly due to the fact
that both reaction mechanisms, common around the Coulomb barrier, and reaction mechanisms,
typical for relativistic energies, contribute at these energies. As a result, a large variety of re-
action mechanisms has been observed in nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies, or
in other words in the Fermi energy domain (10 - 100 AMeV) depending on the impact param-
eter, projectile-target asymmetry and the projectile energy. The reaction mechanisms typically
observed are [41]:

• peripheral elastic and quasi-elastic (QE) scattering/transfer reactions around the grazing
impact parameter.

• deep inelastic transfer (DIT) at semi-peripheral impact parameters with partial overlap of
the projectile and target and a significant part of the relative kinetic energy transferred into
internal excitation energies of the projectile and target.

• incomplete fusion (ICF) reactions at central impact parameters with a typical participant-
spectator scenario. At energies around the Fermi energy the participant zone typically
fuses with one of the spectator zones (typically heavier) thus creating a highly excited
composite nucleus. At most central impact parameters the complete fusion (CF) can occur.
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• pre-equilibrium emission of direct particles, caused by onset of two-body nucleon-nucleon
collisions at central and mid-peripheral impact parameters. Pre-equilibrium emission typ-
ically precedes the ICF/CF and DIT reactions.

While such a scheme is rather well established, there are still many open questions related to
evolution of isospin-asymmetry in nucleus-nucleus collisions in the Fermi energy domain. Es-
pecially the studies of isospin degrees of freedom in the nucleus-nucleus collisions in the Fermi
energy domain allow to reveal many interesting details of the reaction scenario.

Consistent with the above scheme, peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions in the Fermi-energy
domain can be described theoretically using the model of deep-inelastic transfer in combination
with an appropriate model of de-excitation. Deep-inelastic transfer occurs when interaction of
the projectile and target leads to formation of di-nuclear configuration which exists long enough
to allow intense exchange of nucleons through the ”window” formed by interaction of mean-
fields in the neck region. Transfer of nucleons leads to gradual dissipation of the kinetic energy
of relative motion into internal degrees of freedom such as excitation and angular momentum.
After re-separation the hot projectile- and target-like prefragments with approximately equal
excitation energy are formed and undergo de-excitation via subsequent particle emission or mul-
tifragmentation. The model of deep-inelastic transfer, initially developed by Randrup [42] and
implemented as a Monte Carlo code by Tassan-Got [34], is essentially a solution of the Fokker-
Planck equation, which is a special case of the Boltzmann equation. Still, many phenomeno-
logical assumptions were implemented by the authors of the DIT model in order to achieve its
predictive power, and thus it is a phenomenological rather than first-principle model description.

Very good description of experimental data from the peripheral collisions in the Fermi en-
ergy domain was obtained [43] using the Monte Carlo implementation of the deepinelastic trans-
fer (DIT) model of Tassan-Got [34], when combined with appropriate de-excitation code. The
peripheral nucleus-nucleus collisions were investigated using the fragment data from reactions
28Si+124,112Sn at projectile energy 50 and 30 AMeV. In order to establish whether the observed
fragments originate from statistical decay of hot quasiprojectiles, it was necessary to investigate
dynamical properties of the projectile-like source and to determine the production mechanism.
The observed fragment data provided full information (with the exception of emitted neutrons) on
the decay of thermally equilibrated hot quasi-projectiles with known mass (A = 20-30), charge,
velocity and excitation energy. Detailed investigation of the reaction mechanism allowed to es-
tablish a dominant reaction scenario. Excellent description of the fragment observables was
obtained using the model of deep-inelastic transfer (DIT) [34] for the early stage of collisions
and the statistical multifragmentation model (SMM) [35] for de-excitation. The model described
well the dynamical properties of the reconstructed quasi-projectile such as center of mass ve-
locity, excitation energy (see Fig. 2.5) and isospin-asymmetry (see Fig. 2.6). The fragment
observables such as multiplicity, charge distributions and mean values of N/Z for a given charge
were also reproduced reasonably well. Thus the data could be considered as well understood in
terms of reaction mechanism.

The observation that a wide range of observables is in agreement with the dominant reac-
tion scenario of the deep inelastic transfer followed by statistical multifragmentation allowed to
conclude that the assumption of statistical equilibrium is applicable and that thermodynamical
observables can be defined for the hot quasi-projectile. The contribution from non-equilibrium
processes such as pre-equilibrium emission was shown to be weak. The number of emitted neu-
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Fig. 2.5. Distributions of the reconstructed apparent excitation energies of the quasiprojectiles [43].
Symbols mean experimental distributions of the set of fully isotopically resolved quasiprojectiles with
Ztot = 14 ( solid circles ) and Ztot = 12 − 15 ( solid squares ). Solid histograms mean simulated
distributions for corresponding data sets, (a) - 28Si(30 AMeV)+112Sn, (b) - 28Si(30 AMeV)+124Sn, (c) -
28Si(50 AMeV)+112Sn, (d) - 28Si(50 AMeV)+124Sn.

trons, which are not detected, was, according to successful DIT+SMM simulation, between one
and two per event (0.9 and 1.2 for 112Sn and 124Sn at 30 AMeV and 1.4 and 1.7 at 50 AMeV,
respectively). As will be demonstrated later, the observed quasi-projectile multifragmentation
data offered a good opportunity for investigation of thermodynamical properties of the multi-
fragmentation source and of the possible phase transition.

Peripheral collisions in the nearly symmetric system in the Fermi energy domain were investi-
gated in detail in the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV [44] using the recoil separator MARS [45]
centered around 0 ◦. An enhancement of the yields of neutron-rich nuclei over the prediction
of simulations (PE+DIT/ICF+SMM) [41] and EPAX [46] systematics for fragmentation cross
sections was observed and the shapes of the velocity spectra suggested a process with a short
timescale such as very peripheral collisions where the details of neutron and proton density pro-
files at the projectile and target surfaces can play a significant role. Such excessive yields of
neutron-rich nuclei can be caused by the neutron-rich surface of the target nucleus, which in
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Fig. 2.6. Experimental ( solid circles ) and simulated ( solid lines ) mass distributions for the fully isotopi-
cally resolved quasiprojectiles with Ztot = 14 [43], (a) - 28Si(30AMeV) + 112Sn, (b) - 28Si(30AMeV) +
124Sn, (c) - 28Si(50AMeV) + 112Sn, (d) - 28Si(50AMeV) + 124Sn.

peripheral collisions can lead to stronger flow of neutrons from the target to the projectile (or
flow of protons in the opposite direction), thus reverting the flow toward isospin equilibration. In
the work [47], the DIT model of Tassan-Got [34] was supplemented with a phenomenological
correction introducing the effect of shell structure on the nuclear periphery.

Based on expected linear correlation of the difference of neutron and proton radii Rn − Rp

with difference of neutron and proton chemical potentials µn − µp, in particular considering
the possibility to estimate the surface properties of real nuclei using the estimate of µn − µp by
the opposite of the difference of neutron and proton separation energies −(Sn − Sp), a minor
modification in the DIT code of Tassan-Got [34] was made by scaling the transfer probabilities
by the exponential factors

Pn(P → T ) −→ e−0.5κ(δSnP−δSpP−δSnT +δSpT )Pn(P → T )
Pp(P → T ) −→ e0.5κ(δSnP−δSpP−δSnT +δSpT )Pp(P → T )
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Fig. 2.7. Experimental mass distributions (symbols) of elements with Z = 30–35 observed in the reaction
86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV [44] for angular acceptance centered around 0 ◦, compared to the results of the
PE+DIT/ICF simulation with modified DIT calculations combined with the de-excitation codes SMM and
GEMINI (solid and dashed line, respectively).

Pn(T → P ) −→ e−0.5κ(δSnT−δSpT−δSnP +δSpP )Pn(T → P )
Pp(T → P ) −→ e0.5κ(δSnT−δSpT−δSnP +δSpP )Pp(T → P ) (2.14)

where κ is a free parameter and δSnP , δSpP , δSnT , δSpT represent the differences of separation
energies calculated using the experimental [48] and liquid-drop [49] masses for the neutrons and
protons in the projectile and target, respectively, thus expressing the effect of the microscopic
structure. The smooth part is subtracted from the experimental values due to the fact that the
macroscopic values of µn − µp follow the bulk N/Z-ratios of reaction partners and the bulk
N/Z equilibration is described consistently by the DIT code of Tassan-Got. Thus, the macro-
scopic concepts used in DIT model are supplemented with phenomenological information on
shell structure at the nuclear periphery which can explain the deviation of nucleon exchange from
the path toward isospin equilibration, and the model framework assumes the micro-macroscopic
structure. The modified DIT calculation was used only for non-overlapping projectile-target
configurations, consistent with the assumption that it represents an effect of nuclear periphery.
A cut-off was set at separation representing touching half-density surfaces below which a stan-
dard DIT calculation, following the path toward isospin equilibration, was used. In Fig. 2.7 we
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Fig. 2.8. Experimental ( symbols ) and simulated ( lines ) mass distributions of elements with Z = 29 - 24
observed in the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV within the separator acceptance centered around 0 ◦.

present the experimental mass distributions of elements with Z = 30–35 observed within the
separator acceptance in the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV [44] compared to the simulation
with the modified DIT calculations, combined with the two de-excitation codes SMM [35] (full
line) and GEMINI (dashed line) [50]. The simulated yields were filtered for angular acceptance
of the spectrometer MARS. Several calculations were performed with different values of κ and
the value of κ = 0.53, used in the modified DIT calculations presented in Fig. 2.7, was ob-
tained as an optimum value reproducing the experimental mass distributions when using both
de-excitation codes, specifically for neutron-rich nuclei with Z = 35–32. Otherwise, the GEM-
INI calculation results in the nearly symmetric mass distributions which appear to overestimate
the widths of mass distributions of lighter elements. The SMM calculation appears to reproduce
well the yields of neutron-rich nuclei also for lighter elements, on the other hand the yields of
β-stable isotopes appear to be overestimated.

In Fig. 2.8 is shown a comparison of experimental and simulated mass distributions of el-
ements with Z = 29–24 observed within the separator acceptance centered around 0 ◦ in the
reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV [44]. For these products, originating predominantly from more
violent collisions, incomplete fusion appears as dominant reaction mechanism. For the reaction
86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV, data were obtained also for angular acceptance centered around 4 ◦. Us-
ing the same simulation as in the previous figures, and using appropriate angular cuts reflecting
both radial and azimuthal coverage, the results are shown for Z = 29–24 in Figure 2.9. Also
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Fig. 2.9. Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) mass distributions of elements with Z = 29–24
observed in the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV within the separator acceptance centered around 4 ◦.

in this case the experimental data and simulation agree reasonably, thus the simulation appears
to describe the production cross sections also at angles away from zero. The agreement with
simulation was good also for experimental mass distributions in the reaction 86Kr+124Sn at 25
AMeV, observed at 4 degrees, [51], compared to the results of the PE+DIT/ICF simulation with
the modified DIT model (as in the case of 86Kr+64Ni at 25 AMeV) combined with the SMM
(full line). Thus the modified simulation describes consistently the whole set of experimental
data, obtained at the beam energy 25 AMeV.

Figure 2.10 shows the results for the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 15 AMeV, again at 4 degree set-
ting. The experimental cross sections of products with Z = 29–24 [52] seem to be reproduced
reasonably well. Figure 2.11 shows the comparison of the calculated total isotopic yields for the
reaction 86Kr+64Ni at beam energies 15 and 25 AMeV. It can be seen that the production cross
sections do not drop during transition from 25 to 15 AMeV, the shapes of mass distributions
remain similar, with some possible excess of neutron-rich nuclei appearing at 15 AMeV, repre-
senting a component produced mostly at higher angles, which thus needs verification in corre-
sponding measurement since the present measurement does not provide decisive answer. Similar
level of agreement between experiment mass distributions and the result of the PE+DIT/ICF-
+SMM calculation as in the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at beam energies 15 AMeV at 4 degree setting
was observed also in the reactions 40Ar+27Al and 40Ar+64Ni at the same beam energy and an-
gular setting.
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Fig. 2.10. Mass yield curves from the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 15 AMeV at 4 degrees. Symbols - mea-
sured data. Lines - result of the PE+DIT/ICF+SMM calculation, filtered by the spectrometer angular and
azimuthal acceptance.

Thus the reaction mechanism in peripheral collisions at the intermediate beam energies ap-
pears to be understood for reactions in both normal and inverse kinematics and it’s description
is provided by the model of deep-inelastic transfer. Since this model assumes that the di-nuclear
configuration, which allows intense nucleon exchange, is stabilized for necessarily long time
by the balance of the attractive nuclear proximity force and repulsive Coulomb and centrifugal
force, it is expected to break down in the more violent collisions, where at larger overlaps the
repulsive force becomes dominant over proximity force and no stable di-nuclear configuration
can be created. However, in such collision either parts of or the complete projectile and target
nuclei can melt together and form hot nucleus. The physical picture employed in the calcu-
lations of more central (violent) nucleus-nucleus collisions [41] is depicted in Fig. 2.12. The
Monte Carlo model considers several stages of the collision. Different stages of the collision are
treated separately. First, pre-equilibrium particle emission takes place. Later, the intermediate
projectile-target system is reconstructed and the participant and spectator zones are determined.
Finally, an incomplete fusion channel is chosen via interaction of spectators with the participant
zone.

The pre-equilibrium emission (PE) is a process where fast particles are emitted prior to the
equilibration of the system. The emission of fast pre-equilibrium particles in the reactions in-
duced by nucleons and light particles was theoretically explained using the exciton model [53].
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Fig. 2.11. Calculated total mass yield curves from the reaction 86Kr+64Ni at 25 (solid lines ) and 15 AMeV
(dashed lines).
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Fig. 2.12. Schematic description of the physical picture employed in the model calculation for violent
collisions. Shaded areas mean overlapping and later hot regions.
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For reactions induced by heavy-ion beams a model of nucleon exchange was developed [54].
In the works [55, 41], simple phenomenological description based on similar assumptions as the
exciton model was introduced. The probability of pre-equilibrium emission for a given reaction
stage is evaluated using the formula

Ppre(n/neq) = 1− exp
[
− (n/neq − 1)2

2σ2

]
(2.15)

for n ≤ neq and equals zero for n > neq, where n is the number of excitons at a given stage and
neq is the the expected number of excitons in the fully equilibrated compound system (consisting
of both projectile and target) for a given excitation energy. The basic assumption leading to
equation (2.15) is that Ppre depends exclusively on the ratio n/neq. The parameter σ is a free
parameter of the calculation and no dependence on excitation energy is assumed. An initial
exciton number is equal to the mass number of the projectile nucleus. The equilibrium number
of excitons in the fully equilibrated compound system is calculated according to the formula [56]

neq = 2 g T ln 2 (2.16)

where g is the single particle level density at the Fermi energy and T is the nuclear temperature
determined as T 2 = U/ã, where ã is the level density parameter and U is the excitation energy.
At each emission step, a random number between zero and one is generated. If the random
number is smaller than Ppre a pre-equilibrium particle is emitted. If no pre-equilibrium emission
occurs at a given emission stage, the pre-equilibrium stage is finished. The properties of emitted
pre-equilibrium particles are determined for every emission. The type of particle emitted is
determined randomly using the Hauser-Feshbach emission widths for neutron, proton and α-
particle. A Maxwellian spectrum of kinetic energy with an apparent temperature [57, 58]

Tapp =
√

2.5
AP

(EP − VC) (2.17)

is assumed, where AP is the projectile mass number, EP is the projectile energy and VC is the
Coulomb barrier of projectile and target. The apparent temperature corresponds to the excitation
energy of the fireball formed by the projectile nucleus together with another AP nucleons from
the target nucleus. This model describes successfully experimental systematics of measured ap-
parent temperatures as shown in refs [57,58]. Particles are emitted isotropically from the fireball
frame moving at half the projectile velocity. After emission, the exciton number is increased by
a value

∆n = Apre
κ

β0r(l)
(2.18)

where Apre is the mass of emitted particle, β0r(l) is the radial velocity in the contact configu-
ration at a given angular momentum and κ is a free parameter. Since pre-equilibrium emission
is assumed to occur prior to the fragmentation stage, it is necessary to reconstruct the post-
pre-equilibrium projectile-target configuration. The conclusions of the work [54] imply that in
the asymmetric reactions with light projectile and heavy target the pre-equilibrium particles are
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mostly emitted from the projectile and propagate through the target. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the net mass loss caused by emission of pre-equilibrium particles is inversely proportional
to the mass of the projectile and target. Total excitation energy of the projectile and target after
the pre-equilibrium stage is approximated so that a random walk in excitation energy starts after
the first two emissions. The excitation energy of the projectile and target is proportional to their
masses.

Several geometrical models of fragmentation have been proposed before where projectile and
target are supposed to follow a straight trajectory determined by an impact parameter [59, 60].
Other works assume a classical Coulomb trajectory up to the closest approach configuration and
only later the nuclei are supposed to follow a straight line [61, 62]. In the Fermi energy domain,
where angular momentum plays an important role, the classical Coulomb trajectories are more
realistic since conservation of angular momentum is assured. In the violent collisions, where
the proximity potential is relatively weak, it is possible to assume a classical Coulomb trajectory
of the intermediate projectile-target system without making any additional assumptions. The
minimum distance between the intermediate projectile and target is used as a principal parameter
of the geometric overlap scenario. As a result, one participant and one or two spectator zones are
created in the fragmentation stage. Their masses are determined proportionally to the determined
volumes. The charges of the spectators are determined according to the combinatorial probability
density [63, 64]

P (ZiS) =

(
Zi

ZiS

) (
Ni

NiS

)
(

Ai

AiS

) (2.19)

where Ai, Zi, Ni are the mass number, charge and neutron number of the projectile (target) and
AiS , ZiS , NiS are the mass, charge and neutron number of the projectile (target) spectator. The
number of neighboring nucleons (ANS) at the interface of the participant and spectator is then
determined and the participant zone is captured by a spectator with more neighboring nucleons.
The capturing spectator and participant zone form a hot fragment. The remaining spectator zone
is much colder. The excitation energy of the cold fragment is determined assuming that the part of
the kinetic energy of the relative motion of the cold fragment and participant zone is transferred
into the internal heat during the separation via collisions of the spectator and participant nucleons
along the separation plane. The formula for excitation energy reads

E∗
S = x ANS

(
EP − VC

AP

)
〈s〉
λ

(2.20)

where EP and AP are the kinetic energy and the mass number of the intermediate projectile
after pre-equilibrium emission, VC is the Coulomb barrier between the cold and hot fragment in
the contact configuration and < s >= 8<rseg>

3π is the mean path of the spectator nucleon within
the touching segment of the sphere along the separation plane. For the mean free path λ a value
6 fm is adopted. For each collision half of the asymptotic kinetic energy is converted into heat
on average (x is a random number between zero and one). The kinetic energy and the emission
angle of the cold fragment are determined randomly using the double differential cross section
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formula based on the Serber approximation [65]

d2σ

dEadΩa
=

√
EaEb

(2µBP + 2m2
aEP /mP + 2maEa − 4

√
m3

aEP Ea/mP cos θ)2
(2.21)

where it is the fragment a which flies away and the fragment b which fuses with the other nucleus,
Ea and Eb are their c.m. kinetic energies, BP is the binding energy of a and b in P , µ is the
reduced mass of the system a + b , mP ,ma,mb are the masses of P, a, b and θ is the emission
angle of a with respect to the direction of P in the closest approach.

The hot fragment, produced in the incomplete fusion of one spectator and participant zone,
may be very hot and the main mode of de-excitation will be multifragmentation. The most com-
monly used phase-space model of multifragmentation, the Statistical Model of Multifragmenta-
tion (SMM) [35] implements the grand-canonical approximation, the freeze-out volume depends
on fragment multiplicity and internal excitation of fragments in the freeze-out configuration is
considered, thus producing ”hot” fragments.

As an alternative to model of simultaneous multifragmentation, the traditional model of com-
pound nucleus decay based on Hauser-Feshbach approximation [66] was extended to describe the
emission of intermediate mass fragments (IMF) [67]. The emission of such complex fragments
is described as a binary split, essentially an asymmetric fission where the IMF is accompanied
by a heavy residue. The emission probability is determined by a value of the mass-asymmetric
fission barrier height. Most common implementations of such model of Sequential Binary Decay
(SBD) is the the GEMINI code [50] which has been used extensively for comparisons with ex-
perimental multifragmentation data, with reasonable success in description of e.g. inclusive mass
and charge distributions. However, as shown below, the model of sequential binary decay fails
to describe the results of the exclusive measurements at the zero angle [68] allowing to select a
narrow region around the multifragmentation threshold while SMM performs rather well.

Projectile-like products up to the krypton were investigated in another reaction of massive
heavy ion beam 124Sn with light target nucleus 27Al at 20 AMeV [68] with the recoil separator
MARS positioned at 0◦. This reaction is a typical case of the reaction in inverse kinematics at
beam energy around the lower edge of the region of energies comparable to the Fermi energy.

The results of the PE+DIT/ICF+GEMINI calculation, compared to experimental observables
are given in Fig. 2.13. In Fig. 2.13a the mass yield curve is presented. The measured data, nor-
malized for beam current and target thickness are given in mb and presented as solid circles. The
result of the DIT+ICF/GEMINI calculation, filtered by the spectrometer angular and momentum
acceptance is given by the full line, whereas the dashed line gives the total (unfiltered) yield. A
comparison of the measured yields to the calculated filtered yields shows reasonable agreement
for the heavier projectile-like fragments (A>90). The missing experimental cross section at the
masses close to the beam is caused by the limitations of the experimental set-up, imposed by the
background from the scattered primary beam. The yields of residues with A<90 are increasingly
underestimated by the calculation despite the fact that the unfiltered calculated yields are rather
flat in this region, which appears to reflect the trend of the experimental data. Since, according to
Fig. 2.13a, the yield of unfiltered residues with A<90 is rather flat, the missing filtered yield be-
low A=90 in the calculation appears to be caused by the fact that the kinematic properties of the
simulated residues with A<90 increasingly miss the spectrometer acceptance with decreasing
mass, leading to increasing losses in the filtering procedure.
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Fig. 2.13. Fragment distributions for the reaction 20 AMeV 124Sn + 27Al. (a) - isobaric yield distribu-
tion. The data are shown as solid circles. The dashed line is the result of DIT+ICF/GEMINI (see text).
The full line is the result of the same calculation as the dashed line, but imposing a cut corresponding to
the angular and momentum acceptance of the spectrometer. (b) as in (a), except that the calculations are
DIT+ICF/SMM. Open circles in show estimated total cross sections (see text).

An alternative calculation was carried out, where the SMM code was used for the de-excitai-
tion of the hot nuclei produced by the DIT+ICF simulation. In the SMM calculation, a freeze-out
configuration with hot primary fragments was assumed. Hot fragments are propagated in the
Coulomb field and de-excited by secondary emission. Only thermal excitation energy is used as
input while the rotational energy ( typically not exceeding 10 MeV ) is subtracted. The results are
presented in Fig. 2.13b in a fashion analogous to Fig. 2.13a. The PE+DIT/ICF+SMM calculation
provides very consistent description of experimental observables for A<105 ( the discrepancies
in the region close to the beam are analogous to previous cases ). Using the ratio of filtered to
unfiltered calculated yield for each mass, correction factors (whose magnitude are inferred from
Fig. 2.13b) for the acceptance of the spectrometer can be obtained as a function of mass. When
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Fig. 2.14. Calculated angular distributions in the laboratory system for the reaction 20 AMeV 124Sn + 27Al
as a function of residue mass for GEMINI (a) and SMM (b). Successive contours correspond to a decrease
of the yield by a factor of 2. The two horizontal lines mark the angular acceptance of the MARS separator
used in the present work.

applied to the measured yield data, an estimate of the total yield, shown by the open circles in
Fig. 2.13b, could be obtained.

Thus, implementation of the prompt multifragmentation scenario appears to lead to produc-
tion of heavy residues with proper kinematics. Compared to light particles or intermediate mass
fragments (IMFs) used for imaging of the emitting source via particle-particle correlations, the
experimentally detected heavy residues possess direct information on the properties of hot mul-
tifragment partitions. The process of secondary emission, as can be concluded from the simula-
tions, does not influence significantly the kinematic properties of the heavy residues with masses
A=40–90, since emission of nucleons is a dominant channel of secondary de-excitation.

Detailed insight into the different kinematic properties of residues simulated using GEMINI
and SMM codes can be obtained from Fig. 2.14, where the calculated angular distributions are
presented as a function of residue mass for GEMINI (a) and SMM (b). Two horizontal lines
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mark the angular acceptance of the MARS separator. It is remarkable to notice that, in fact, the
gross features of both distributions are very similar and the experimental effect appears to be
caused by the distant tail of the distribution, which extends much further toward zero angle in the
scenario where the hot nucleus disintegrates at once into more pieces. Nevertheless, the essential
feature of the zero angle region is that it is highly selective toward products from incomplete or
complete fusion channel since the hot source is flying essentially along the beam direction and
the final angular distribution is determined by the de-excitation process. In the case when the hot
nucleus disintegrates by sequential binary decay, the recoil from emitted fragments causes a shift
of the residue angle away from the zero angle. In any case, it can be concluded, that the model
of incomplete fusion [41], when combined with appropriate description of de-excitation, offers a
consistent description of dynamical stage in the central collisions at intermediate beam energies.

According to the incomplete fusion model [41], the cold fragmentation-like residues should
be increasingly dominant products for the channels with the number of stripped protons exceed-
ing seven to eight. Thus the products of primary interest are the heavy residues considerably
lighter than the initial projectile. The reaction of massive heavy ions 129Xe with light target
27Al was investigated in the work [69]. Projectile-like residues were observed at forward angles
using the spectrometer A1200 [70]. In analogy to the reaction 124Sn + 27Al at the beam energy
20 AMeV, also in the reaction 129Xe + 27Al at beam energy 26 AMeV the PE+DIT/ICF+SMM
simulation, filtered for separator acceptance, reproduced reasonably well the experimental data
for Z = 44–49, representing the violent collisions.

In order to further examine the prediction of the ICF model [41], the results of PE+DIT/ICF-
+SMM simulations [71] were compared to experimental mass distributions of elements with
Z = 21–29 observed in the reaction 86Kr+124,112Sn at 25 AMeV [51]. In these reactions
the simulation overpredicted the experimental yields of the most neutron-rich products below
nickel (with more than 8 stripped protons). The situation was similar also for the reaction
86Kr+112Sn even if the most neutron-rich products below nickel are less populated than in re-
action of 86Kr+124Sn. To correct this, a component of excitation energy, dependent on isospin
asymmetry was deduced [71], assuming fast transfer of neutrons to the cold projectile-like frag-
ment. Such modification in the model of incomplete fusion is consistent with both overall model
framework and experimental data and thus one can expect improved predictive power which can
be used to predict production of exotic mid-heavy to heavy neutron-rich nuclei in the reactions
around the Fermi energy, and possibly identify under which conditions such approach can be
more effective than other methods. From the point of view of reaction dynamics, the modified
model of incomplete fusion is consistent with the formation of a neutron-rich region between
cold and hot fragment ( or participant zone as its precursor ). Similar effect was reported in the
literature [72] as a possible consequence of the evolution of nuclear mean field. The number of
transferred neutrons can then be determined by a mechanism similar to the random neck rupture,
as established in nuclear fission [73], which can justify the applicability of a combinatorial ( and
thus essentially statistical ) probability in the description of dynamical reaction mechanism such
as the incomplete fusion.

The reaction of massive heavy ions 129Xe with light target 27Al was investigated in the work
[69] also at the projectile energy 50 AMeV. While at beam energy 26 AMeV the PE+DIT/ICF-
+SMM simulation, filtered for separator acceptance reproduced reasonably well the experimental
data, rather surprisingly, at the beam energy 50 AMeV the filtered PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simula-
tion fails to reproduce the experimental data, both in terms of magnitude and neutron excess.
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Fig. 2.15. Experimental ( symbols ) and simulated mass distributions in the reaction 129Xe+27Al at 50
AMeV for selected elements between iron and krypton. Lines represent the PE+participant-spectator+SMM
simulation after filtering procedure taking into account angular acceptance of the A1200 spectrometer and
subtraction of six neutrons prior to de-excitation.

A possible explanation for the failure of the PE+DIT/ICF simulation can be a transition from
the binary ICF scenario to ternary participant-spectator scenario. To test this hypothesis the ICF
model was modified so that both spectators remain cold, gaining excitation energy and kinematic
properties in the same way as the cold fragment in the binary ICF scenario. Simulation using
this model was performed and an improvement was achieved in terms of magnitude, however
the shift in the isospin, with experimental data being less neutron-rich, remained practically un-
changed. It is de-facto excluded that the isospin shift could be caused by de-excitation stage,
since in the same reaction at lower beam energy 26 AMeV no such shift is observed. Thus the
shift is caused by the dynamical stage. One possible cause of the shift can be in the mechanism
of dynamical emission of neutrons, as recently reported in the work [74]. If such emission takes
place during the re-separation, a significant shift toward proton-rich side can be achieved. Such
assumption was tested by a modified participant-spectator simulation (solid line in Fig. 2.15)
where six neutrons (with corresponding decrease of excitation energy) were subtracted from the
projectile-like spectator. This simulation leads to reasonable agreement with experimental data,
thus suggesting that mean field effects in the re-separation stage can influence the production
cross sections of heavy residues, primarily in proton-rich systems.
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Fig. 2.16. Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) mass distributions in the reaction 86Kr+27Al at
70 AMeV for selected elements. Dashed line - PE+participant-spectator+SMM simulation after filtering
procedure taking into account angular acceptance of the A1200 spectrometer. Solid line - PE+DIT/ICF-
+SMM simulation after filtering procedure.

A test of the onset of the participant-spectator scenario can be provided by the reaction of
86Kr beam with light target 27Al which was investigated in the work [75] at beam energy 70
AMeV, above the Fermi energy domain. As can be seen in Figure 2.16, the filtered participant-
spectator simulation (solid line), with filtering procedure approximating the angular acceptance
of the spectrometer A1200 [70] used in the experiment [75], appears to reproduce the experimen-
tal data below the projectile (symbols). It is however worthwhile to note that the PE+DIT/ICF
simulation is successful below the projectile and works better at elements heavier than the pro-
jectile. This is caused by the fact that in pure participant-spectator scenario, the formation of
sources heavier than projectile is only a statistical fluctuation with low probability.

Further test of the onset of the participant-spectator scenario can be provided by the reac-
tion of 78Kr beam with target 58Ni which was investigated in the work [76] at beam energy 75
AMeV, again above the Fermi energy domain. In this case the filtered participant-spectator simu-
lation, with filtering procedure approximating the angular acceptance of the spectrometer A1200
as used in the experiment [76], comprehensively fails to reproduce the experimental data. On the
other hand, figure 2.17 shows that the filtered PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation (dashed line) ap-
pears to reproduce the magnitude of the cross section in the experimental data (symbols). There
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Fig. 2.17. Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) mass distributions in the reaction 78Kr+58Ni at 75
AMeV for selected elements. Solid line - PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation after filtering procedure taking
into account angular acceptance of the A1200 spectrometer. Dashed line - PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation
after subtraction of four neutrons and filtering procedure.

again remains a shift in the isospin of the heavy residues, similar to the reaction 129Xe+27Al
at 50 AMeV. Also in this case improvement was achieved by subtracting neutrons prior to de-
excitation, in this case four of them, as is documented in Figure 2.17 by the solid lines. Thus
again an isospin-dependent mechanism of dynamical emission of neutrons appears to play role.

Based on previous analysis, the reaction 86Kr+181Ta at 64 AMeV, in normal kinematics at
projectile energy above Fermi energy domain, can be expected as a case where the PE+DIT/ICF-
+SMM simulation will perform well. This is documented in Figure 2.18, where the filtered
PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation (solid line), with filtering procedure approximating the angular
acceptance of the spectrometer RIPS [77], appears to reproduce the experimental data (symbols)
quite well. Again in this neutron-rich case, there is no need to correct for the isospin shift by
subtraction of neutrons, thus suggesting that in neutron-rich systems such emission either does
not exist or is indistinguishable from intense emission of neutrons in the de-excitation stage.

Another signal of dynamical neutron emission was demonstrated in the work [74] using the
reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV. In the experiment, the mass and atomic number of the
detected charged particles were identified up to Z = 8. For the subset of events where all
detected charged particles were identified, it was possible to reconstruct the mass, charge and
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Fig. 2.18. Experimental ( symbols ) and simulated ( lines ) mass distributions in the reaction 86Kr+181Ta at
64 AMeV for selected elements. Solid line - PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation after filtering procedure taking
into account angular acceptance of the RIPS spectrometer.

excitation energy of the composite system, in the same way as in the earlier work [78]. The
analysis was performed on the subset of events with total charge larger than that of the projectile
(Z ≥ 21), thus selecting events where the incomplete fusion, occurring in mid-central collisions,
is the dominant contributing reaction mechanism. The excitation energy distributions of the
reconstructed quasi-projectiles in the reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV (see Fig. 2.19a) are
practically identical, what is somewhat surprising when taking into account that the number of
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Fig. 2.19. (a) Excitation energy distributions of reconstructed quasi-projectiles from the reactions 40,48Ca
+ 27Al at 45 AMeV (solid line for 40Ca and dashed line for 48Ca), (b) N/Z-distributions of the reconstructed
quasi-projectiles (solid line for 40Ca and dashed line for 48Ca), (c) Velocity-plot of the light charged par-
ticles from the reaction 40Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV, (d) Velocity-plot of the light charged particles from the
reaction 48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV.

missing (undetected) neutrons may differ considerably. A possible uncertainty in the evolution of
neutrons can be documented also by the observed N/Z-distributions (see Fig. 2.19b) which reflect
the initial N/Z-difference of the two projectile nuclei (amounting to 0.48) only partially, since the
mean values (centroids) in the reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al are N/Z=0.93 and 1.01, respectively. The
velocity-plots of the light charged particles in the quasi-projectile frame in these two reactions are
shown in Fig. 2.19 (for 40Ca on panel 2.19c and for 48Ca on panel 2.19d). Practically isotropic
emission is observed which implies the statistical multifragmentation of the hot projectile-like
nucleus. A slight suppression at the backward hemisphere is caused by the combined effect of
limited angular coverage and energy thresholds of the experimental device.
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Fig. 2.20. Trends of the yield ratio of the mirror nuclei 3H and 3He for two reactions 40,48Ca+27Al in four
excitation energy bins plotted as a function of the N/Z of the reconstructed quasiprojectile.

In the case of the reactions 40,48Ca+27Al, even when assuming an incomplete fusion scenario,
one has to expect that there will be a considerable difference in neutron excess of the hot systems
in the two reactions (seven neutrons according to the simulation). In order to check difference in
the number of missing neutrons, the trends of the yield ratios of mirror nuclei were compared.
In Figure 2.20 are shown the trends of the yield ratio of the mirror nuclei 3H and 3He for two
reactions 40,48Ca+27Al as a function of the N/Z of the reconstructed quasiprojectile and the
two dependences are identical for all four excitation energy bins. Similar behavior is observed
also for other three yield ratios of the mirror nuclei (7Li/7Be, 11B/11C, 15N/15O). This behavior
further documents that indeed the fragment yield ratios exhibit identical dependence on N/Z of
the quasiprojectile, independent of the initial neutron excess. In this context, it is notable that
also the caloric curves (dependences of temperature on excitation energy of the hot nucleus) are
almost identical in both reactions, despite the expected significant difference of total excitation
energy after including the missing neutrons. Thermodynamical observables thus, remarkably, do
not exhibit sensitivity to the number of missing (undetected) neutrons in the two reactions.

As an explanation one has to assume that the apparent excitation energy, reconstructed using
observed charged particles, is close to the true excitation energy of the hot equilibrated source,
and the excess neutrons in the neutron-rich case are not part of the equilibrated source, due to
dynamical emission taking place prior to equilibration. Such explanation is consistent with the
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almost identical experimental excitation energy distributions shown in Fig. 2.19a for two re-
actions 40,48Ca+27Al and is also supported by the lack of the effect of missing neutrons on the
scaling shown in Fig. 2.20. Dynamical emission of neutron-rich charged particles at mid-velocity
was reported in recent years [72] and interpreted as caused by the formation of a neutron-rich
neck. Such scenario can provide an explanation also in the present case, with the notable dif-
ference that the neck structure may be formed exclusively by neutrons. In the present case the
low-density region between the projectile and the target can be expected to be very neutron-
rich [79], since the nuclear equation of state for sub-saturation densities provides stable solutions
only outside of the spinodal region and thus at very asymmetric N/Z ratios. A behavior con-
sistent with the present case was reported recently [71] in incomplete fusion reactions, where
an isospin-dependent component of excitation energy was necessary to explain the production
of neutron-rich fragmentation products. Such behavior is consistent with rupture of the neck
structure formed by the neutrons in the region between the hot and cold pre-fragments during the
dynamical stage. Unlike the reported cases, where signatures of neck formation were reported in
symmetric damped collisions of massive nuclei [72], in the present case the alternative explana-
tion due to Coulomb force of the massive external charge [80] can be excluded. The remaining
charge, especially in the incomplete fusion reactions, is rather small, and the observed trends
may be attributed solely to the effect of the nuclear mean field.

Table 2.1 shows a set of reactions, considered in the systematic analysis at the low and in-
termediate energies [84]. The available data cover significant part of the matrix, with few ex-
ceptions at low and transitional energies. Table 2.2 provides overview of the dominant reaction
mechanisms inside individual cells of the matrix. As one could expect, the scenario involving
pre-equilibrium emission in the early stage followed by deep-inelastic transfer or incomplete
fusion leads to consistent results in most of the cases above 10 AMeV. It nevertheless appears
that participant-spectator scenario starts to play role at energies above 50 AMeV for very asym-
metric projectile-target combinations. Also in this domain there are signals of the mechanism of
neutron loss ( dynamical emission ) preceding the thermal equilibration of the massive projectile-
like fragment. Such effect seems to be more pronounced in the case of proton-rich projectile-like
fragments while in neutron-rich cases it may be overshadowed by intense statistical emission of
neutrons. Signal of analogous behavior of neutron was observed also in the multifragmentation
data in the work [74]. Also the behavior in semi-central collisions at lower energies [71], where
fast transfer of multiple neutrons can be deduced, points toward non-standard dynamical evolu-
tion of neutrons, most probably in the neck region between the projectile and target. At the beam
energies below 10 AMeV, deep-inelastic transfer appears to be dominant reaction mechanism,
with the possible extended evolution of nuclear profile in the window (neck) region, mostly in
the case of heavy target nuclei.

Besides the phenomenological models described above, there are several implementations
of the solution of the Boltzmann equation, such as the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation
(BUU) or Quantum Molecular Dynamics (QMD), used for description of the nucleus-nucleus
collisions at intermediate energies. Among these implementations, the so-called Constrained
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Molecular Dynamics (CoMD) [85] can be singled out as a good candidate for description of
nucleus-nucleus collisions at intermediate energies. This model replaces the computationally
awkward procedure of anti-symmetrization of nucleonic wave functions by a simpler procedure
allowing to preserve limitations on occupation of available states, consistent with Fermionic
nature of nucleons. As documented by the recent works [86, 87], this code allows to achieve
agreement with experimental data, comparable with the above phenomenological description.
Further work in this direction is of great interest.

2.3 Nuclear reactions at relativistic and ultra-relativistic energies

The beam energies above 100 AMeV can be considered as relativistic energies simply because
the beam velocity exceeds 40% of the speed of light and classical Newtonian kinematics no
longer describes kinematic properties of beam particles. Moreover, also the reaction mechanism
at these energies differs from the low and intermediate energies. The collisions are faster, tra-
jectories can be considered as straight lines, a simple geometric (Glauber) picture can be applied
and nucleonic (or hadronic in general) degrees of freedom play dominant role.

When the products of interest are projectile-like and target-like fragments, the dominant reac-
tion mechanism at the relativistic energies is represented by the geometric spectator-participant
model where a hot region is formed in the participant zone (zone of geometric overlap) while
the spectator regions are colder and can survive process of de-excitation as the projectile-like
fragments. Still some of these spectators can be warm enough to undergo multifragmentation,
especially in the semi-central collisions.

Depending on whether the product of interest is projectile-like or target-like fragment, the re-
actions are usually called either fragmentation or spallation reactions, respectively, but typically
both of them represent the same class of reactions, either in inverse or in normal kinematics. For
example, in spallation reaction the volume and thus the most probable mass Aabr

TS of the target
spectator can be estimated as a function of the impact parameter using the model of geometrical
abrasion [59]. The number of nucleons in the spectator zone ATS can be estimated according to
the binomial distribution

P (ATS) =
(

AT

AT S

) (
Aabr

TS

AT

)AT S (
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AT

)AT−AT S

(2.22)

where AT is the target mass number. The charge of the spectator ZTS can be determined as [63]

P (ZTS) =
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ZT
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) (
NT

NT S

)
(

AT

AT S

) (2.23)

where ZT is the target mass number and NTS and NT are the neutron numbers of the target spec-
tator and the target, respectively. The excitation energy of the target spectator can be estimated,
according to [64], as proportional to the number of abraded nucleons with the proportionality
factor 27 MeV, which was found to be consistent with experimental data [88]. The formulas for
the projectile spectator are analogous, after replacing the target index T with projectile index P .
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A successful implementation of the above geometric picture can be found in the ABRABLA
code [64,89,90,91] (its name being derived from the alternative name of the geometric participant-
spectator model, the so-called abrasion-ablasion model) which is routinely used for the predic-
tion of the yields of spallation and fragmentation products. ABRABLA is a Monte-Carlo code
dedicated to calculations of production cross sections and velocities of residues produced in rel-
ativistic heavy-ion collisions. It consist of ABRA - improved version of the abrasion model for
peripheral and mid-peripheral collisions of relativistic heavy ions [64, 92] and ABLA - a fast
code for simulation of the deexcitation cascade (particle evaporation and fission) of an excited
nucleus [93]. It allowed to reproduce e.g. an extensive set of high-quality experimental fragment
production cross sections, measured at the fragment separator FRS at GSI Darmstadt using the
beams of 56Fe, 136Xe, 197Au, 208Pb and 238U, delivered by the synchrotron SIS. The relatively
simple geometric abrasion-ablasion model thus proves to be a valuable tool, which can be used
for applications such as prediction of the yields of rare ion beams or development of the future
facilities for transmutation of nuclear waste. Other implementations of the geometric picture can
be found in the codes such as EPAX [46] and COFRA [94], which are also used mostly for the
prediction of the yields of fragmentation products.

While the abrasion-ablasion models consider collision geometry in terms of participant and
spectator zones, the model of intranuclear cascade (INC) is based on the assumption that nuclear
collisions can be described as a sequence of independent nucleon-nucleon collisions, leading to
prompt emission of particles and to two-body dissipation of the kinetic energy of the relative mo-
tion into intrinsic (thermal) excitation energy of the resulting pre-fragments. As a consequence,
the hot and cold zones are again formed consistently with the participant-spectator scenario.
Various implementations of the model of intranuclear cascade exist, most notably INC models
of Yariv and Fraenkel [95] and Bertini [96]. As in the case of the pure participant-spectator sce-
nario, the use of the INC model can be justified at relativistic energies, with typical lower limit of
applicability around 100 AMeV. An example of the implementation of the model of intranuclear
cascade is the code ISABEL [95], which, among others, allowed to describe the mass distribu-
tions of the projectile-like fragments in the reaction of 84Kr+197Au at 200 AMeV [97]. Still, for
such predictions of mass distributions the geometrical model appears as better solution, due to its
computational simplicity. On the other hand, the intranuclear cascade allows to predict produc-
tion of all classes of reaction products e.g. emission of cascade particles (neutrons, light charged
particles, pions) in coincidence with heavier projectile- or target-like products. A rather compre-
hensive set of cascade models describing the nuclear reactions in this energy range can be also
found in several Monte Carlo simulation codes such as Geant4 [98], MARS [99] or MCNP [100].
All of them provide a hybrid set of models describing subsequent stages of simulations (hadronic
cascade, primary and secondary fragmentation, or eventually particle transport). Such codes are
used for wide range of applications such as detector design, simulations for space research or
nuclear energy.

Further extension of the model description can be made by supplementing the intra-nuclear
cascade by the effect of the nuclear mean field, which leads to either one-body dissipation or
to emission of particles accelerated by the force caused by its strong gradient. Such a transport
model is very useful to treat dynamics of the heavy ion collision and obtain important information
of nuclear matter EoS as well as the symmetry energy. In relativistic energy heavy ion collisions,
the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model is an extensively useful tool [101, 102], which takes
both nuclear mean field and Fermionic Pauli blocking into consideration. The BUU equation
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reads

∂f

∂t
+ v · ∇rf −∇rU · ∇pf =

4
(2π)3

∫
d3p2d

3p3dΩ
dσNN

dΩ
v12

× [f3f4(1− f)(1− f2)− ff2(1− f3)(1− f4)]δ3(p + p2 − p3 − p4), (2.24)

where f=f(r, p, t) is the phase-space distribution function. It is solved with the test particle
method of Wong [103], with the collision term as introduced by Cugnon, Mizutani and Van-
dermeulen [104]. In Eq.( 2.24), dσNN

dΩ and v12 are in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section
and relative velocity for the colliding nucleons, respectively, and U is usually the sum of the
single-particle mean field potential with the isospin-dependent symmetry energy term

U = aρ + bρκ + 2as

(
ρ

ρ0

)γ

τzI, (2.25)

where I = (ρn − ρp)/ρ, ρ0 is the normal nuclear matter density; ρ, ρn, and ρp are the nucleon,
neutron and proton densities, respectively; τz assumes value 1 for neutron and -1 for proton,
coefficients a, b and κ represent properties of the symmetric nuclear matter while the last term,
which describes the influence of the symmetry energy, can be obtained e.g. from simple Weiz-
sacker formula, where as represents the coefficient of the symmetry energy term and γ is the
exponent, describing the density dependence. Typical sets of mean field parameters cover sub-
stantial range, between the soft EoS with the compressibility K0 of 200 MeV and the stiff EoS
with K0 of 380 MeV [101].

Another method of the solution of the Boltzmann equation is the quantum molecular dynam-
ics (QMD), with the main difference by using the Gaussian wave packets instead of the sets of
test particles. Both BUU and QMD are a suitable platforms for the investigation of the nuclear
equation of state. At beam energies well above 1 AGeV, it is important to implement all the
channels, leading to production of elementary particle in the two-body collisions, what typically
leads to softening of the nuclear equation of state. Principal advantage of the simulations, based
on the the Boltzmann equation, over the pure intra-nuclear cascade is the possibility to describe
the flow phenomena.

The flow observables were introduced primarily as observables directly related to the equa-
tion of the state of nuclear matter. Essentially, different flow observables can be identified with
the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal angular distribution of particle multi-
plicity N relative to the reaction plane

d3N

dptdydΦ
=

1
2π

d2N

dptdy
(1 + 2v1 cos(Φ) + 2v2 cos(2Φ) + ...) (2.26)

where pt is the transverse momentum, y is rapidity, Φ is the azimuthal angle relative to the
reaction plane. The Fourier coefficients (components of transverse flow) can be determined as

vn = 〈cos(nΦ)〉 (2.27)

of which the flow observable, related to the first Fourier coefficient v1 is usually called as directed
flow, which can be related to the nuclear stopping [105]. It can be alternatively expressed in
terms of the slope of the momentum px (in the reaction plane) at zero rapidity. The elliptic
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flow, which describes the azimuthal momentum space anisotropy of particle emission from non-
central heavy-ion collisions in the plane transverse to the beam direction, is characterized by the
value of the second Fourier coefficient v2 The reasons for emergence of flow can be related to
the properties of the nuclear media, such as stopping, incompressibility, and symmetry energy,
described by the equation of the state.

Besides the study of equation of state, the nucleus-nucleus collisions in this energy range al-
low to do detailed studies of in-medium mass modification of hadrons, such as ρ, ω and φ mesons,
thus performing an in-medium hadron spectroscopy, providing a unique testing ground for the
non-perturbative quantum chromo-dynamics (QCD). Such physical programme is addressed e.g.
by the hadronic detector HADES at GSI Darmstadt [106]. To provide a physics analogy, one is
attempting to search for a change of the hadronic excitation spectrum by an external field (rep-
resented by its surrounding nuclear matter). This is analogous to atomic physics where external
electromagnetic fields change the spectrum, as verified by the Stark and Zeeman effects.

At very high (ultra-relativistic) energies the beam velocity is practically equal to the speed of
light. There, in addition to production of elementary particles, a nuclear media known as hadronic
gas, and, ultimately, quark-gluon plasma, can be created (for an overview see e.g. [107,108,109]).
According to contemporary knowledge, the temporal evolution of a nucleus-nucleus collision at
ultrarelativistic energies proceeds through the following stages: i) deconfinement of quarks and
gluons due to the high energy deposited in the overlap region of the two nuclei; ii) equilibration
of quarks and gluons; iii) crossing of the phase boundary and hadronization; iv) freeze-out.

Such a high-energy nucleus-nucleus collisions bear some similarity to the evolution of the
early Universe, and the term Little Bang was introduced as its name. Obviously, the final state of
collision, observed in the experiment, contains also information on the earlier stages of collision,
however such information needs to be extracted using a sophisticated analysis of experimental
data. Practically, mostly the remnants of the last stage of the collision, such as nucleons, hadrons
and other elementary particles, are present in the final state which is observed in the experiment.
It is the main task of experimental analysis to extract the information on the earlier stages from
the distributions and properties of the particles in the final state. As a first step of analysis, the
global properties of the final state, representing the freeze-out stage, can be examined. It has
to be mentioned, that two different freeze-out stages are distinguished, the chemical freeze-out,
when the particle production in two-body collisions freezes out and thus the relative abundances
of different hadrons become fixed, and the kinematic freeze-out, when the two-body dissipation
freezes out and momenta of the particles become fixed. Final state of the high-energy nucleus-
nucleus collision thus bears resemblance to the relict radiation in cosmology, since it offers the
information on temperature of the system at the freeze-out stage. Moreover, by using model
assumption about evolution of the system, one can extract information on the earlier stage (again
in analogy to cosmology). Still, such procedure is model-dependent, and the resulting values are
as realistic as the model assumptions used.

Among the properties of nuclear matter at the early stage of the collision, the initial energy
density, ε, and the net baryon density, nbaryon produced in a (central) heavy ion collision can be
calculated from the measured transverse energy (dEt/dη) and net baryon (dNb−b̄/dη) densities,
respectively, in the so-called ”Bjorken-scenario” [110]. This assumes self-similar (Hubble-like)
homogeneous (hydrodynamical) expansion of the fireball in the longitudinal (beam) direction.
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The resulting relations are

ε =
1
At

dEt

dη

dη

dz
, nbaryon =

1
At

dNb−b̄

dη

dη

dz
(2.28)

where At is the transverse area of the fireball. In the above equations the only unknown parameter
is the formation time (the time for establishing the equilibrium), τ (dη/dz = 1/τ ), which is
usually taken to be 1 fm/c, although it is expected to decrease as a function of the energy. In
this sense, the values obtained using the Eq. 2.28 provide conservative estimates for most of
the energy range covered by the experiments. The experimental values of these observables are
shown in Table 2.3, which is an updated version of the analogous table in the work [108], with
the first experimental values from the LHC [111]. It is remarkable that the matter obtained at
LHC matches in practically vanishing net baryonic density the matter created by the Big Bang.
This might open possibilities for the study of matter-antimatter asymmetry in the early Universe.

The interesting experimental information on the chemical freeze-out stage is contained in
the distributions of (mostly charged) hadrons. When assuming that the system is in thermody-
namical equilibrium, values of thermodynamical observables can be extracted from the relative
abundances of baryons. Thermodynamical analysis became a standard procedure in analysis of
ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions and it is described e.g. in [108]. The basic thermo-
dynamical quantity required to compute the thermal composition of particle yields measured in
heavy ion collisions is the partition function Z(T, V ). In the grand canonical (GC) ensemble, for
particle i of strangeness Si, baryon number Bi, electric charge Qi and spin-isospin degeneracy
factor gi = (2Ji + 1)(2Ii + 1), the partition function is

lnZi =
V gi

2π2

∫ ∞

0

±p2dp ln[1± exp(−(Ei − µi)/T )] (2.29)

with (+) for fermions (baryons, made of 3 quarks) and (–) for bosons (mesons, made of quark-
antiquark pairs). Furthermore, for massless particles (which is an acceptable approximation at
ultra-relativistic energies) the analytic integration of Eq. 2.29 can be performed. The particle
density is then

ni = N/V = −T

V

∂ lnZi

∂µ
=

gi

2π2

∫ ∞

0

p2dp

exp[(Ei − µi)/T ]± 1
(2.30)

Tab. 2.3. Measured quantities at AGS, SPS, RHIC and LHC for central nucleus-nucleus collisions.

Facility AGS SPS RHIC LHC [111]√
sNN (GeV) 4.9 17.3 200 2760

dET /dη (GeV) 192 363 625 ∼1600
dNb−b̄/dη 170 100 25 ∼0

ε (GeV/fm3) 1.2 2.4 4.1 ∼15
nbaryon (fm−3) 1.1 0.65 0.17 ∼0
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where T is the temperature and Ei =
√

p2 + m2
i is the total energy. µi = µbBi +µSSi +µI3I3i

is the chemical potential, with µB , µS , and µQ the chemical potentials related to baryon num-
ber, strangeness and electric charge, respectively, which ensure the conservation (on average)
of the respective quantum numbers: i) baryon number: V

∑
i niBi = Z + N ; ii) strangeness:

V
∑

i niSi = 0; iii) charge: V
∑

i niI3i = Z−N
2 . This leaves T and the baryochemical potential

µb as the only parameters of the model, which need to be determined by comparison with exper-
imental data. In practice, however, the volume determination may be subject to uncertainties due
to incomplete stopping of the colliding nuclei. Due to this reason, the most convenient way to
compare with measurements is to use particle ratios.

The interaction of hadrons and resonances is usually included by implementing a hard core
repulsion of Van der Waals–type via an excluded volume correction. This is implemented in an
iterative procedure according to

P excl.(T, µ) = P id.gas(T, µ̂); µ̂ = µ− VeigenP excl.(T, µ) (2.31)

where Veigen is calculated for a radius of 0.3 fm, considered identical for all particles.
Such model assumptions are used to perform the so-called ”thermal” fits of the particle yields,

specifically of the particle yield ratios. The typical values of extracted temperatures are T = 170
MeV for SPS energies, T = 200 MeV for RHIC energies, and T = 165 MeV for LHC ener-
gies. It is interesting to observe that the freezeout temperature, measured at LHC, is lower than
at RHIC. This imply much stronger expansion due to much higher initial density, as shown in
Table 2.3. These values are comparable to or higher than the predictions of the lattice QCD cal-
culations [112] for the critical temperature where the deconfinement phase transition is expected
to occur. This is a strong argument for the onset of deconfinement, however by itself it can
not be considered as a definite proof. Other observables, potentially capable to provide stronger
evidence, will be discussed later.

Besides the study of the onset of deconfinement, nucleus-nucleus collision at ultrarelativistic
beam energies offered a possibility to synthesize light anti-nuclei by the coalescence of anti-
protons and anti-neutrons in the final state. Phase-space density of the final state at RHIC
[113, 114] and at LHC [115] proved high enough for production of anti-nuclei up to the anti-
α-particle and anti-hypernuclei. Study of such nuclei is of fundamental importance for physics,
any inconsistence in properties of nuclei and corresponding anti-nuclei would be very interesting
as a signature of the asymmetry of properties of matter and anti-matter, which is still an open
question in cosmology and related astro-particle physics.
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3 Production of exotic nuclei

Atomic nuclei are characterized by their number of constituent protons (Z) and neutrons (N).
Chemical elements exhibit only limited number of stable isotopes (maximum being 10 stable
isotopes of tin), which can be found in the Nature with various abundances. Limited amount
of unstable isotopes can be encountered in the Nature due to radioactive decay of heavy long-
lived primordial nuclei such as 238U. Some radioactive isotopes in the Nature, such as 14C,
are produced by spallation reactions initiated by nucleons and light nuclei arriving to the Earth
atmosphere as the cosmic rays.

Construction of powerful proton accelerators after the Second World War opened possibil-
ity to produce unstable nuclei in reactions of spallation. However, study of unstable nuclei was
limited by necessity to process the irradiated target by the radiochemistry methods, which re-
stricted this method to production of relatively long-lived unstable nuclei. Only after construc-
tion of accelerators, accelerating light and later also heavy ions, it became possible to produce
short-lived unstable nuclei systematically within a wide range of proton-neutron asymmetries.
Initially, the most frequently used type of reactions, initiated by the beams of heavy ions was the
compound nucleus reaction [11], where statistically equilibrated compound nucleus is formed
by fusion of the beam and target nuclei, and the excess of energy is disposed by emission of
light particles (mostly neutrons) and γ-rays. This method allowed, among others, production of
transfermium elements and access to the proton drip-line for wide range of chemical elements.
Still, typical number of produced unstable nuclei (reaction channels) is limited to few species
at a given beam energy. It was necessary to build more powerful heavy-ion accelerators, which
allowed observation of deep-inelastic transfer (see, e.g. [3]), reactions where a wide range of
unstable nuclei could be observed simultaneously. Further increase of the energy of heavy-ion
beams facilitated use of reactions of nuclear fragmentation [116], de-facto a spallation reactions
performed in inverse kinematics, where a wide range of projectile-like unstable nuclei can be
produced and, eventually, used to form unstable secondary beams. In the meantime, applicabil-
ity of spallation reactions for production of unstable nuclei was extended by the ISOL (Isotope
Separation On-Line) method [6], allowing to transport unstable nuclei from the thick target, ir-
radiated by high-energy proton beam, by thermal transport and subsequently ionize them and
transport them to the experimental area as secondary beams. Possibility to induce nuclear pro-
cesses with production of wide range of unstable secondary nuclei allowed to study the role
of the proton-neutron asymmetry, or isospin asymmetry, in such processes, and, ultimately, the
properties of the isospin-asymmetric nuclear matter. The stable nuclei observed in the Nature are
proton-neutron symmetric at atomic masses up to 40, and above that mass an increasing neutron
excess evolves in order to counterbalance increasing Coulomb repulsion among protons. For
heaviest nuclei such as lead or uranium the neutron excess exceeds 50 %. However, there exist
astronomical objects, called neutron stars, consisting almost exclusively of neutrons. Still there
exists a wide range of isospin asymmetries, which can be observed only in the nuclear processes
with intense evolution of the isospin degree of freedom, resulting in production of wide range of
unstable nuclei. Very isospin-asymmetric nuclei can be in produced in various ways. The process
of spallation or fragmentation (depending on reaction kinematics) allows to reach high isospin-
asymmetry by knocking out protons and neutrons from the heavy reaction partner. Similar picture
can in principle arise also if fusion reaction leads to highly excited compound nucleus, allow-
ing emission of significant number of protons or neutrons. Reactions of deep-inelastic transfer
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Fig. 3.1. Accessible regions of the proton rich nuclei (green), which can be produced using proton rich
ion beams such as 36Ar (left) and heavier ions 58Ni (right) in the compound nucleus reactions. Red region
represents stable target nuclei. Lines represent the proton and neutron driplines.

proceed by intense exchange of nucleons between the projectile and target nucleus. Process of
nuclear fission bears some similarity to the deep-inelastic transfer, since exchange of nucleons
can proceed simultaneously to shape evolution from parent nucleus through saddle configuration
towards scission point. All these processes can be in principle understood as a form of random
walk in the proton-neutron plane and suggest description in terms of transport theory, specifically
of the nucleon transport. Role and influence of the isospin degrees of freedom is then demon-
strated in the isotopic composition of the reaction products. In principle, cause and consequence
can be reverted and isospin composition of the reaction products can be used as experimental
observable carrying information on the role and evolution of the isospin degrees of freedom.

3.1 Production of proton-rich nuclei

Despite significant progress of the facilities, providing radioactive beams, the compound nucleus
reactions around the Coulomb barrier remain the most common mechanism for production of
neutron deficient nuclei, which are used for a wide range of spectroscopic studies. For this, the
necessary experimental facilities are heavy ion accelerator, target system, kinematic separator
and detection system. For illustration, Fig. 3.1 shows accessible regions of the proton rich
nuclei, which can be produced using proton rich ion beams such as 36Ar and 58Ni,combined
with stable target nuclei, in the most populated de-excitation channels such as 3-6n, p2-5n, a2-5n
at and slightly above the Coulomb barrier.

Intense ion beams of 36Ar and 58Ni, or eventually heavier ones, thus lead to production of
proton rich nuclei up to the proton dripline. Production rates are influenced by production cross
sections in specific reactions, which are known to be rather high in the vicinity of the Coulomb
barrier and decrease only in the region of fissile nuclei heavier than lead, due to competition with
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Fig. 3.2. Measured nuclide distribution from the reaction 238U (1 A GeV) + 1H [120, 121, 122, 123].

fission channel. Relatively easy production of proton-rich nuclei in the compound nucleus reac-
tions can be in principle utilized for formation of secondary beams, however the main obstacle
is the limited target thickness and high thermal losses per volume, and thus only some target
materials can be considered, what would limit the range of possible secondary beams.

Unlike the compound nucleus reactions, spallation reactions of high energy proton beam
with thick target allow to use the rather high intensities of the primary beam. Strictly, this type
of reactions is not a nucleus-nucleus collision, however it is mentioned here, since it can even-
tually allow studies of nucleus-nucleus collisions, initiated by the secondary heavy ion beams.
Typically, two different types of nuclear reactions are exploited for the nuclide production in
the ISOL facility based on the 1-2 GeV proton beam. In the direct-target option, spallation-
evaporation and spallation-fission residues are produced in direct interactions of the primary
protons with various feasible target materials (tungsten, lead). In the high-power fission-target
option, secondary neutrons from a lead converter target induce fission in uranium or thorium
target at excitation energies mostly around or up to a few MeV above the fission barrier. Of
these two options, direct-target option appears more suitable for production of proton-rich nu-
clei, especially in the region of heavy nuclei. From recent experiments performed at GSI in
inverse kinematics [117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123], there is a good empirical knowledge of
the general characteristics of these reactions. Figure 3.2 presents the measured nuclide distribu-
tions for 1 GeV proton-induced reactions on 238U, respectively, measured in inverse kinemat-
ics [120, 121, 122, 123]. It can be seen that even if the target nucleus is relatively neutron-rich,
the projectile-like fragments become quite proton-rich in the actinide and lead region. For pro-
duction of lighter proton-rich nuclei, other target material, possibly a proton-rich isotope, will be
the best option.
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Fig. 3.3. Measured nuclide distribution from the reaction 56Fe (1 A GeV) + 1H [117, 118].

Production of proton-rich nuclei in fragmentation reactions of heavy-ion beam with, usually,
the beryllium target is analogous to spallation reactions in inverse kinematics. In this case, larger
yields of proton-rich products can be obtained using heavier target, however such gain is com-
pensated by the loss in the possible beam intensity brought to the target. The beryllium target
remains a first choice at the existing RIB facilities at GANIL, at Michigan State University, or at
RIKEN.

In conclusion, the production of proton-rich nuclei up to the proton dripline appears to be
relatively well understood and also technologically solved. Main progress can be expected in
increasing the intensities of the primary beam and in development of necessary target system,
and, eventually, in stopping and re-acceleration of the secondary beam.

3.2 Production of neutron-rich nuclei

Main difficulty in production of neutron-rich nuclei consists in circumstance that, due to the lack
of electric charge and thus missing Coulomb barrier, the emission of neutrons becomes the most
effective de-excitation mode of the excited nuclei, produced in nuclear reactions. Intense neutron
emission explains the relative ease of the production of proton rich nuclei. To produce neutron-
rich nuclei, the excitation energy, obtained during the nuclear reaction, must be relatively low
and thus neutron-rich nuclei will be preferably produced in the so-called ”cold” processes with
minimum neutron loss.

The spallation or fragmentation reactions (former in normal and latter in inverse kinematics),
the most often exploited option for production of radioactive beams at present, offer possibilities
for production of neutron-rich nuclei mostly close to the initial heavy target or projectile, respec-
tively. This is documented in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, for spallation/fragmentation of nuclei
56Fe, 136Xe, and 238U. Besides spallation/fragmentation close to the heavy beam/target, neutron-
rich nuclei can be produced in fission of heavy beam/target, as documented in Figure 3.2. This
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Fig. 3.4. Measured nuclide distribution from the reaction 136Xe (1 A GeV) + 1H [119].

Fig. 3.5. Nuclide distribution of fission products from the neutron-induced fission of 238U for a fixed
neutron energy of En = 3.5 MeV, calculated with the nuclear-reaction code ABRABLA. The color code
gives the yields in percent.

option was used intensely in GSI Darmstadt and now in RIKEN. In addition to fission, following
spallation/fragmentation, it is possible to consider the low energy fission, induced by thermalized
neutrons, obtained by the proton beam hitting the lead converter. Nuclide distributions, produced
in neutron-induced fission of 238U at the typical excitation energy of 2 MeV above the fission
barrier (corresponding to the fission of 238U induced by 3.5 MeV neutrons) is shown in Figure
3.5 as calculated with the ABRABLA code [64,89,90,91]. From comparison of Figures 3.2 and
3.5 it is obvious that the low-energy fission leads to more neutron-rich products, at the expense
that the range of products is more limited. Fission, following spallation/fragmentation, is thus a
plausible solution for production of medium-mass neutron-rich nuclei. The open question is, in
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Fig. 3.6. Estimated cross sections for reaction 40Ar+238U at energy 16 MeV per nucleon. Dashed line
represents neutron dripline and vertical dash-dotted line represents the closed neutron shell N=20. Symbols
represent stable nuclei. Contours are plotted with density two contours per order of magnitude.

which way the more neutron-rich nuclei can be produced.
As demonstrated in the recent works [41, 44, 47, 51, 52], nucleus-nucleus collisions at inter-

mediate energies 15 - 25 AMeV seem to offer relatively favorable conditions for production of
neutron-rich nuclei. Reactions of heavy ions at these energies can lead to production of suf-
ficiently cold products, and interesting neutron-rich nuclei can be produced after exchange of
sufficient number of neutrons. Fig. 3.6 shows an example of estimated cross sections for re-
action 40Ar+238U at energy 16 MeV per nucleon. Dashed line represents neutron dripline and
vertical line represents the closed neutron shell N=20. Symbols represent stable nuclei. The cross
sections were obtained using model calculations, reproducing the nucleon-exchange reactions at
energies 10-50 MeV per nucleon [41, 47], as shown in the section 2.2. Contours are plotted with
density of two contours per order of magnitude. It is apparent that the production cross sections
of neutron-rich nuclei are rather high, extending even to the drip-line in this region of relatively
light nuclei. Of course, to separate such products one needs, as in the case of compound nucleus
reactions, an ion-optic separator. Suitable separator will need wide angular and momentum ac-
ceptance and its design must allow easy installation of variable detector setups. Production cross
sections, shown in Fig. 3.6, were obtained after selection for spectrometer acceptance extending
to 10 degrees. Lowest estimated cross sections correspond to 0.5 microbarns, which after as-
suming the initial beam intensity of 100 pnA and target thickness 50 mg/cm2 leads to expected
production around 10 nuclei per second. Fig. 3.6 thus shows that for light nuclei up to neon
one can expect interesting production of the neutron-rich nuclei up to the dripline, which can be
identified using the suitable spectrometerand used for coincidence measurement.
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Fig. 3.7. Estimated cross sections for heavier neutron-rich nuclei produced in symmetric reactions 86Kr+
90Zr at energy 8.5 MeV per nucleon (left) and 136Xe+124Sn at energy 7 MeV per nucleon (right). Lines
and symbols have identical meaning as in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.7 shows estimated cross sections for heavier neutron-rich nuclei produced in symmet-
ric reactions 86Kr+90Zr at energy 8.5 MeV per nucleon ( left ) and 136Xe+124Sn at energy 7 MeV
per nucleon ( right ). Comparison of model calculations with existing data at energies below 10
MeV per nucleon showed that production of neutron-rich nuclei can be even more intense, due
to effect of diffuse surface in the window (neck) region, not accounted in the model [33]. Low
limit of estimated cross sections corresponds to rates ranging from several nuclei per second to
one nucleus per several seconds. In these cases dripline is not reached (it will not be achieved
even in the new generation of planned exotic beam facilities), however the neutron-rich nuclei
are produced in the vicinity of neutron shells N=50,82 almost up to the doubly magic nuclei 78Ni
and 132Sn. Properties of these nuclei are interesting for studies of nuclear structure and nuclear
astrophysics.

It thus appears that nucleus-nucleus collisions at low and intermediate energies can be in prin-
ciple competitive to other options. In order to verify such possibility, a comparison of various op-
tions of production of the exotic nuclei was carried out as a part of the EU 6FP project EURISOL
Design Study [125]. Production cross section estimates for nuclear reactions around the Fermi
energy were shown to be competitive in comparison to estimates for fragmentation reactions, in
particular for very neutron-rich products. Figure 3.8 shows a comparison of the production of
element Zr and below. The experimental spallation cross sections for the reaction of 1 GeV pro-
tons with 238U [124] is represented by symbols and solid lines, representing Gaussian fits of the
experimental mass distributions. The estimates of production cross sections in fragmentation of
stable nuclei, obtained using EPAX [46] by optimization for each nucleus separately are repre-
sented by dotted lines. The production cross sections for the reactions of 86Kr,82Se+64Ni at 25 A
MeV, were calculated using the PE+DIT/ICF+SMM framework [41,71] (dashed and dash-dotted
lines), described in the previous sections. One can see that the estimated optimum fragmentation
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Fig. 3.8. Production cross sections of isotopes of Zr and elements below. Symbols - experimental data for
reaction of 1 GeV protons with 238U [124], solid lines - Gaussian fits of experimental mass distributions,
dotted lines - estimates of production cross sections in fragmentation of stable nuclei, obtained using EPAX
[46] by optimization for each nucleus separately, dashed and dash-dotted lines - production cross sections
for reactions of 86Kr,82Se+64Ni at 25 AMeV, calculated using the PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation.

cross sections essentially follow the experimental trend as described by the Gaussian fits. On the
other hand, the production cross sections in the reactions of 86Kr,82Se+64Ni at 25 MeV appear
to dramatically overshoot the experimental trend for spallation of 238U, thus indicating that this
option can be competitive even despite its limitations on target thickness. In order to explore
such excess in cross sections, heavy ion beams of high intensities must be available and new
experimental techniques for extraction and formation of secondary beams need to be developed.

One of the promising ways to produce extremely neutron-rich nuclei around the neutron shell
N=82 is fragmentation of a secondary beam of 132Sn [8]. Nevertheless, based on the measured
production rates, one can in principle consider also the reaction in the Fermi-energy domain at
energies below 50 AMeV.

The comparison of possible in-target yields for the reaction 132Sn+238U at 28 AMeV with
fragmentation cross section of 132Sn beam with Be target is provided in Fig. 3.9. For the re-
action 132Sn+238U the PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation was used (solid histograms), while for
the fragmentation of 132Sn beam the code COFRA [94], which is reported to reproduce the ex-
perimental cross sections [8], (dashed histograms) was used. For the fragmentation of 132Sn
secondary beam an energy 100 AMeV was used, the value foreseen for EURISOL facility [126].
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Fig. 3.9. The in-target yields (for the intensity of 132Sn beam 1012 s−1). Solid lines - 132Sn+238U at 28
AMeV, PE+DIT/ICF+SMM simulation, dashed lines - fragmentation of 100 AMeV 132Sn beam with Be
target using COFRA [94].

The achievable in-target reaction rate was determined using code AMADEUS [127]. For the
reaction 132Sn+238U at 28 AMeV a target thickness 40 mg/cm2 was assumed. For the intensity
of 132Sn secondary beam a value of 1012 s−1 was adopted from Eurisol RTD Report [126]. Due
to larger target thickness, the in-target yield for fragmentation option calculated using COFRA
dominate for elements Z=44 and above, for lighter nuclei nevertheless the larger production
cross sections in the Fermi-energy domain lead also to larger in-target yields despite relatively
thin target and for Z=40 such in-target yields exceed the COFRA value. The COFRA values
were used for fragmentation since several recent measurements show that EPAX overpredicts
the yields of neutron-rich nuclei. For instance, fragmentation experiment with 86Kr beam car-
ried out at MSU [128] showed that experimental fragmentation cross section of neutron-rich Ni
isotopes are overpredicted by EPAX by up to two orders of magnitude. The recent experiment on
the fragmentation of 132Sn beam [8] demonstrated that predictions of COFRA are favorable for
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neutron-rich nuclei. Thus it appears that the reactions in the Fermi-energy domain can become
interesting. However, the wide angular distribution of reaction products below 50 AMeV would
require a large-acceptance separator with angular coverage up to 10 degrees, wide charge state
acceptance and a highly efficient gas-cell in order to form a secondary beam.

In the context of isotopic distributions, sensitivity to isospin degrees of freedom can be ex-
plored globally by investigating the ratio of isotopic yields from two processes with different
isospin asymmetry, essentially dividing the two isotopic distributions in point-by-point fashion.
When employing the statistical model, such a ratio will depend on N and Z as follows

R21(N,Z) = Y2(N,Z)/Y1(N,Z) = C exp(αN + βZ) (3.1)

where, in grand-canonical limit, α = ∆µn/T and β = ∆µp/T, ∆µn and ∆µp are the dif-
ferences in the free neutron and proton chemical potentials of the fragmenting systems. C is
an overall normalization constant. An exponential scaling of R21 with the isotope neutron and
proton numbers was observed experimentally in the multifragmentation data from the reactions
of high-energy light particles with massive target nucleus [129, 130] or from the reactions of
mass symmetric projectile and target at intermediate energies [131] and such behavior is called
isoscaling [131] (the parameters α, β being called isoscaling parameters). Isoscaling behavior
was further reported in the heavy residue data [132] and also in fission data [133]. It was shown
that the values of isoscaling parameters can be related to symmetry energy [131,130], to the level
of isospin equilibration [132] and to the values of transport coefficients [133].

From the experimental data on production of projectile-like nuclei in reactions induced by
86Kr beam at 25 AMeV, one can construct the yield ratio R21(N,Z) using the convention that
index 2 refers to the more neutron-rich system and index 1 to the less neutron-rich one. Fig.
3.10 shows the yield ratios R21(N,Z) as a function of fragment neutron number N for selected
isotopes (top panel) and proton number Z for selected isotones (bottom panel) for the reactions
of 86Kr(25AMeV) with 124,112Sn. The different isotopes and isotones considered are shown by
alternating filled and open symbols for clarity. Analogous behavior was observed also in the
reactions of 86Kr(25AMeV) with 64,58Ni. The positive slopes in the upper panel of Figs. 3.10
indicate that neutron-rich fragments are more efficiently produced, as expected, from the more
neutron-rich systems. Similarly, the negative slopes in the bottom panel indicate that proton-rich
fragments are more efficiently produced from the more proton-rich systems.

Left panel of Figure 3.11 shows the isoscaling plot of fragments from the reactions of 64,58Ni
with 208Pb at beam energies close to 5.5 AMeV. The symbols represent the experimental data
for fragments with Z=27-24. The lines are exponential fits to the data. The symbols and the lines
are shifted up/down by one order of magnitude for each removed/added proton relative to Z=26.
It is remarkable that isoscaling behavior is preserved even at low energies close to the Coulomb
barrier.

If the reaction mechanism is well understood, it can be assumed that it persists even for
reactions induced by exotic beams. The isoscaling lines can be extrapolated to the larger or
smaller neutron number (or any other measure of isospin asymmetry), and the production cross
sections of very exotic species can be predicted using the corresponding yields measured (where
available) or calculated for less exotic or stable beams. This approach can be a valuable tool in
the continued endeavor to produce rare isotopes towards the drip-lines. Nevertheless, additional
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systematic work is still needed, especially experiments with a variety of different beams on the
same targets. The isoscaling approach is applicable to collisions in which the deep-inelastic
transfer mechanism dominates, i.e., in the beam energy range from the Coulomb barrier up to
60–70 AMeV or even more.

The analysis presented above allows to consider the reactions in the Fermi energy domain
as a possible source of neutron-rich nuclei for secondary beam formation. A logical continua-
tion of this effort is the investigation of the practical aspects and specifically the possibilities to
produce reaction products with optimum mixture and properties for subsequent formation of the
secondary beams using the ISOL (IGISOL) method. The kinetic energy of the products will limit
the possible target thickness and, due to the wide angular and charge distributions, the in-flight
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Fig. 3.11. Left panel - Isoscaling plot for fragments from the reactions of 64,58Ni+208Pb at incident energy
around 5.5 AMeV. Symbols: experimental data for fragments with Z=27-24. Lines: exponential fits to the
data. The symbols and the lines are shifted up/down by one order of magnitude for each removed/added
proton relative to Z=26. Right panel - symbols as in the left panel, lines represent the result of simulations.

method for the formation of secondary beams would not lead to high quality beams. As rela-
tively suitable appears the possibility to use a version of the ISOL method, where the products
will be stopped in the gas volume (gas cell) and subsequently extracted, ionized and formed into
a beam. Such a solution is in principle verified and practically used to form secondary beams of
the fission products or products of fragmentation reactions [134, 135].

One additional goal of further development is to explore a solution for the optimum target
setup and subsequent separation and modification of the properties of the reaction products for
further use as secondary beams. It will be necessary to use the production cross sections of
the very netron-rich nuclei in reactions at beam energies around the Fermi energy, depending
on the beam energy and emission angle, as an input for the target simulation, specifically for
the optimization of the yields of desired products while preserving the properties allowing their
subsequent separation from other products, most notably particles of the scattered beam.

For the subsequent separation a system consisting of a large-bore superconducting solenoid
(of typical magnetic field of 5-7 Tesla) can be assumed, along the lines described in [136]. The
primary beam will be collected with an on-axis blocker covering the angular range 0 to 2 degrees.
The deep inelastic products, along with the elastically scattered beam will pass the solenoid and
will be focused into a gas cell after traversing appropriate diagnostic detectors (e.g. PPAC, ion-
ization chamber etc.) and a degrader of appropriate thickness. After that point, the techniques
developed in [134,135] can be applied to extract and form the RIB. In order to increase the flexi-
bility and separation ability of such a system, the option of employing two solenoid magnets will
be explored in detail. With a dual solenoid system, additional purification of the RIB mixture can
be achieved with appropriate diaphragms and/or degrader at the intermediate focus, in addition
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to the possibility of obtaining a good TOF measurement between a PPAC at this location and
the PPAC at the final focus. Depending on the reaction of choice, the angular range up to 10
degrees should be adequate to collect the products of interest from heavy-ion reactions in the
Fermi energy regime.

3.3 Production of super-heavy nuclei

Around the turn of millennia, the heavy elements up to Z = 112 have been synthesized in the so-
called ”cold fusion” reactions using 208Pb, 209Bi - targets, which are essentially the reactions of
complete fusion, where due to strong shell structure of the target the evaporation residues are syn-
thesized in the de-excitation channel with the emission of one neutron (for review see [137,138]).
The experimentalists had to face a steep decrease of the cross sections down to the picobarn level.
Interestingly, the same level of the cross sections has been reached in the hot fusion reactions with
the emission of 5 neutrons. Considerable effort to this topic has been paid especially in the Flerov
Laboratory of Nuclear Reaction at Dubna, investigating the potential of such ”hot fusion” as an
alternative for cold fusion. Using the kinematic separators, the cross sections of evaporation
residue production in the 4-5n channels have been measured for the transfermium nuclei [139].
The measured cross sections were analyzed using statistical model of nuclear deexcitation in the
work [140], where a statistical code HIVAP [141] was used for calculations. The level densities
have been calculated using the well known Fermi gas model. Of the relevant parameters of the
fission channel, the asymptotic level density parameter was identical for the fission and parti-
cle evaporation channels (ãf/ãν = 1.). and the fission barrier has been calculated, according to
formula 2.12 as the sum of the liquid drop and shell components, scaled by coefficient C. This
formula for the fission barrier in the case of nuclei around closed neutron shell N = 126 led
to typical values of a coefficient C have been 0.65–0.75 independently on the ratio of macro-
scopic to shell components of the fission barrier, and a similar behavior could be expected also
for transfermium nuclei. The principal difference of transfermium region is that the liquid drop
barriers are small comparing to the shell component of the fission barrier (∆BShell

f ), which was
taken from the mass calculation [142]). As a default the Bass potential [143] was used for the
calculation of fusion cross section. As an alternative the modified WKB formula with the the
quasi-gaussian barrier distribution [144] was used. Both calculations gave very similar results.
The coefficient C was the only free parameter within the calculations. The optimum values of a
parameter C, necessary to reproduce the experimental cross sections, are given in Figure 3.12 as
a function of neutron number. One can see that, as expected, the optimum values of C remain
stable within Z = 102–110. The value of C = 0.8–0.9 is higher when compared to N = 126
region and this difference could be most probably attributed to the differences of the saddle point
configurations in both regions.

For the case of Pb-target, similar calculations were carried out. In this case the two different
fusion cross section calculations give strongly different results. In the case of Bass potential the
1n channel appears to be deeply subbarrier. In the case of barrier distribution no suppression by
interaction barrier could be observed. Some indication on the barrier position could be obtained
from the ratio of maximum cross sections of 1n and 2n channels. The available data [145] on cold
fusion σ1n/σ2n ratio indicate that the 1n channel is subbarrier in the reaction 48Ca+208Pb, in the
reaction 50Ti+208Pb both channels are of the same magnitude and for the heavier projectiles 54Cr
and 58Fe the 1n channel is dominating. Such a tendency indicates that for the heavier projectiles
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the 1n channel is not suppressed due to interaction barrier. For the further calculations the barrier
distribution concept has been used with the parameter set ( V0 = 40 MeV, r0 = 1.11 fm, d = 0.75
fm, σr0 = 3 % ) which allows to reproduce the maximum cross sections of channels near the
fusion barrier for the reactions from 16O+208Pb, 22Ne+208Pb up to 48Ca+208Pb, 50Ti+208Pb and
to set right positions of the maximum cross sections for heavier projectiles.

In the Table 3.1 are given the experimental and calculated (C = 0.85) values of 1n cross
sections and the estimated fusion probability factors. As one may see the fusion probabilities
steeply decrease and reach the value of about 10−7 for the heaviest projectile 70Zn. This means
that, unlike to the hot fusion, in the cold fusion reactions, leading to the evaporation residues with
Z > 104, the fusion-fission competition to evaporation residue channel is not strong enough and

Tab. 3.1. The fusion probability in the cold fusion reactions with 208Pb target.

Reaction σ1n(exp) σ1n(calc) Pfus
50Ti+208Pb 10 nb 40 nb 0.25
54Cr+208Pb 0.5 nb 45 nb 8.8 × 10−3

58Fe+208Pb 60 pb 94 nb 6.3 × 10−4

62Ni+208Pb 3 pb 0.28 µb 1.1 × 10−5

64Ni+208Pb 15 pb 1.38 µb 1.1 × 10−5

70Zn+208Pb 1 pb 4.3 µb 2.3 × 10−7
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another mechanism of fission with shorter timescale could contribute.
To explain the origin of the fusion hindrance, one can in principle assume that during the

fusion process the projectile-target system can pass nearby the traditional saddle point configu-
ration. In that case, an additional competition of the immediate fission with the complete fusion
may take place and the statistical weights of the compound nucleus and scission configuration,
as a final energetically allowed states, may determine the probabilities of the fusion resp. imme-
diate fission. The open question is the statistical weight of the scission point. Also the reaction
timescale is relevant for reaction scenario determination.

For the quantitative calculations of competition of fusion and quasifission the following sta-
tistical formula for the fusion probability was introduced [140]

P stat
fus =

ρ(E∗
CN )

ρ(E∗
CN ) + ρ(E∗

sc,eff )
(3.2)

where the level density is calculated according to the Fermi-gas formula. The use of such a
simple level density approach without shell effects may be under discussion but in the region
of N=126 it gives a quite good results [146] and it allows to avoid nontrivial calculation of
shell correction at the scission point. The estimate of excitation energy in the scission point,
based on its expected proportionality to extrapolation of the linearly increasing trend of neutron
multiplicity in spontaneous fission with the mass of fissioning nucleus (see Fig. 3.13), can be
expressed as

E∗
sc,eff = [νs.f.

n (ACN ) + ∆νn(E∗
CN )]En (3.3)

where νs.f.
n (ACN ) is the linear extrapolation of the available spontaneous fission neutron multi-

plicity data to a given mass ACN ( νs.f.
n (ACN ) = 3.316+0.0969(ACN − 250) ), ∆νn(E∗

CN ) is
the additional increase of the post-scission neutron multiplicity at given E∗

CN which can be ex-
pressed approximately as ∆νn(E∗

CN ) = 0.035E∗
CN , as follows from the available post-scission

neutron multiplicity data [147], and En is the amount of excitation energy per emitted neutron.
The values of En were determined for the cold fusion reactions and exhibit the linear dependence
on ACN

En = 3.795 + 0.04(ACN − 260). (3.4)

Using obtained set of parameters, the estimations of the cross sections of heavier nuclei are
possible for the both cold and hot fusion. An open question is whether such procedure and
specifically such a far extrapolation is applicable. However, the results of the studies of fusion-
fission of systems up to Z = 120 [148] show that the observed fission mode in fusion-fission of
such heavy systems remains essentially the same as in the region of uranium, stabilized by the
shell-structure in the region of shell closures Z = 50 and N = 82. Understandingly, for super-
heavy system such fission fragment is the lighter one. Such smooth and consistent behavior
appears to validate the possibility to extrapolate properties from the region around uranium up to
the region of super-heavy nuclei.

The analysis was performed using the modified HIVAP code with the statistical competition
of fusion and quasi-fission in the entrance channel [140, 149]. Since the fission barrier of the
nuclei with Z > 100 is determined by the ground state shell correction of these nuclei, the
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function of mass of fissioning system versus the excitation energy at which different heavy nuclei have
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principal problem of such analysis is the availability of reliable predictions of this quantity. This
is not yet a solved issue and thus two alternative predictions of Moller [142] and HFB8 [150] are
used and compared.

For each reaction, the experimental cross sections were compared to the results of calcula-
tions and an optimal scaling factor of the fission barrier was obtained. The results for the syn-
thesized SHE nuclei with Z = 112–118 [151,152,153,154,155,156,157] is shown in Fig. 3.14.
The experimental cross sections in the 2-5n evaporation channel are shown as stars, squares,
crosses, and diamonds, respectively. The results of simulations are shown as corresponding lines
(2n - solid line, 3n - dashed line, 4n - dash-dotted line, 5n - dotted line). It can be seen that
the simulation is generally capable to reproduce experimental cross sections in the 3-5n evap-
oration channels. The 2n channel appears to be sub-barrier, for which the WKB fusion model
with diffuse barrier is not suitable. The increase of the calculated cross sections in the 4n and
especially in the 5n channel, observed for the heaviest system with Z = 118 can be an artifact
of the extrapolation used to estimate the excitation energy of the scission configuration, based
on the neutron multiplicity in the spontaneous fission on nuclei with Z < 100. For the system
with mass number close to 300 such extrapolation leads to uncertainty of estimation of excitation
energy at the scission point close to 10 MeV and thus it is reasonable to restrict the analysis to
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Fig. 3.14. Comparison of experimental (symbols) and calculated (lines) production cross sections of super-
heavy elements with Z=112-118 produced using the 48Ca beam. The masses and ground state shell correc-
tions of Moller [142] are used. The experimental cross sections in the 2-5n evaporation channel are shown as
stars, squares, crosses, and diamonds, respectively. The results of simulations are shown as corresponding
lines (2n - solid line, 3n - dashed line, 4n - dash-dotted line, 5n - dotted line).

excitation energies lower than 40–45 MeV.
Analogous level of agreement was obtained also when using the alternative set of calculated

ground state shell corrections, known as HFB8 [150]. However, there is a difference in the op-
timal scaling factors, applied to the fission barrier. As shown in Fig. 3.15, the HFB8 prediction
appears to be more successful for the nuclei with Z = 112–116 (where the dependence is prac-
tically constant and the value is close to unity), while for the heaviest nuclei, approaching the
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Fig. 3.15. Optimal scaling factors, applied to the fission barrier, plotted as a function of neutron (left) or
proton (right) number. Squares shown values for the ground state shell corrections of Moller [142] while
crosses show values for the HFB8 prediction [150].

Fig. 3.16. Estimated production cross sections for the heavier system with Z=120, produced in the reaction
50Ti+249Cf (2n - solid line, 3n - dashed line, 4n - dash-dotted line, 5n - dotted line). The prediction of
Moller [142] was used for the ground state shell corrections.

predicted spherical neutron shell N = 180–184 and proton shell Z = 118–120, the prediction
of Moller et al. appears to be more successful (and its linearly growing trend, especially its
dependence on atomic number Z, reaching the unity in this region, is very well pronounced).

Thus, a rather simple and fully statistical procedure appears to lead to surprisingly reasonable
results. There still remains question, why such a complex process as a fusion of superheavy
nuclei, would be so insensitive to dynamics, which is typically described using theoretical tools
such as model of di-nuclear system [158] or Langevin equation [159]. It indeed appears that the
competition of fusion and quasi-fission is driven by the available phase-space and no hindrances
originating in diabatic dynamics are present.

Based on the above, one can use the predicted of Moller [142] to estimate the production
cross sections for the heavier system with Z = 120, produced in the reaction 50Ti+249Cf (see
Fig. 3.16). Such prediction suggests that the elements with Z = 120 could be produced in the 4n
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channel with production cross sections of fractions of picobarn. This prediction is based on the
fission barrier scaling parameters used for the synthesis of nuclei with Z = 117–118 and thus
such extrapolation, even when taking into account the probably overestimated cross sections
in the 5n channels, can be considered as plausible. Thus the production of the element with
Z = 120 in the reaction 50Ti+249Cf should be considered as a serious candidate for synthesis of
this element.

In order to synthesize even heavier elements, wholly new approach might be necessary. The
increasingly heavy beams will lead to entrance channel mass asymmetries, analogous to ob-
served nuclear fission splits, and such type of fusion in the inverse fission channel appears to be
strongly hindered [140]. The possibility to use heavier targets is limited by short lifetimes of
such materials. Ultimately, it might be necessary to build a new generation of nuclear reactors
with extremely high neutron flux to simulate the conditions during the astrophysical r-process of
nucleosynthesis. This, however, may not be available anytime soon.
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4 Nuclear equation of state

Atomic nuclei in their ground state can be considered as the drops of extremely dense nucleonic
liquid. The nuclear liquid drop model, based on this idea, is capable to describe many properties
of nuclei using a relatively simple model assumptions. However, in order to learn more about
the properties of such nuclear matter, it is necessary to study its properties away from the normal
nuclear (saturation) density. To achieve this, a nuclear system either at lower (sub-saturation) or
higher (supra-saturation) density needs to be prepared via nuclear reactions. In the thermody-
namical approach, it is possible to describe the properties of nuclear matter by parameterizing
their density and temperature dependence. At the saturation density, the stability conditions dic-
tate that a minimum of energy at zero temperature should be located there and also the pressure
must vanish to prevent expansion or compression. Additional degree of freedom is the isospin
asymmetry, or imbalance in proton and neutron concentrations, which leads to the so-called sym-
metry energy, which is zero at symmetric matter and raises quadratically with excess of either
protons or neutrons. The equation of state of nuclear matter is the global dependence of pres-
sure or energy density on density, temperature and isospin asymmetry and the nucleus-nucleus
collisions are a suitable tool to study it at both sub-saturation and supra-saturation densities.

4.1 Nuclear matter

Symmetric nuclear matter, or just nuclear matter, is an idealized system that was derived from
the simple model of the atomic nucleus, the liquid-drop model [160]. The properties of nuclear
matter at equilibrium (saturation) density are thus inferred from the experimentally observed
properties of finite nuclei such as its mass. Unfortunately, the properties of nuclear matter away
from saturation density practically cannot be observed directly. They are usually inferred from
the evolution of nuclear medium in nuclear reactions such as giant monopole resonance, deep-
inelastic transfer or multifragmentation, Also e.g. the thickness of the neutron skin of heavy
nuclei such as 208Pb appears to be connected to the properties of the nuclear matter at sub-
saturation densities. Below we give a list of main properties of the nuclear matter along with
their most probable values.

The short-ranged, strong nuclear interaction is the dominant interaction between nucleons at
short distances up to 1–2 fm. It is mostly attractive, which is necessary to form stable nuclei, but
repulsive at very short distances (≤ 0.4 fm) [160]. This interaction does not have infinite range
and above a certain density the nucleus or nuclear matter will become unstable. This implies that
at some density there will be a maximum of binding energy (minimum energy of the system),
which is the saturation density. The term saturation stems from the fact that the volume binding
energy does not follow quadratic dependence on the mass of nucleus (number of nucleons),
as it would be the case if the strong attractive interaction would act at long distance, instead
the dependence is linear what implies that each nucleon interacts only with few neighboring
nucleons, and so the saturation of binding energy is reached. The saturation density also marks
the point at which the pressure in the nuclear system vanishes. For nuclear matter the saturation
density is given as 0.15–0.16 fm−3 [160, 161], while the binding energy of nuclear matter is
given as −16.3–−16.0 AMeV in [160, 161]. The other property of nuclear matter at saturation,
the compression modulus, defines the curvature of the equation of state at saturation and it can
be related to the high density behavior of the equation of state [160]. A stiff equation of state
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refers to the situation when the system’s pressure increases rapidly with an increase in (energy)
density. In the case of a soft equation of state, the pressure increases more gradually as a function
of the (energy) density [160]. The compression modulus K0 is defined as

K0 ≡ 9
[
ρ2 d2

dρ2

(
ε

ρ

)]
ρ=ρ0

(4.1)

where ε is the energy density of the system and the ratio ε/ρ expresses the energy per particle. K0

gives an indication of the stiffness of the equation of state, since it is the measure of the curvature
of binding energy at saturation and thus essentially the derivative of the pressure. The value of
K0 is typically estimated to be 230–265 MeV [160, 161]. Stable nuclei with low proton number
(Z) prefer a nearly equivalent neutron number (N ). As Z increases the (repulsive) Coulomb
interaction between the protons also increases. As can be seen on any table of nuclides, stable
nuclei diverge from N = Z (isospin symmetric) nuclei to ones with a N > Z as Z increases.
This preference for neutrons is described by the symmetry energy. As a measure of the symmetry
energy, the symmetry energy coefficient asym was defined. This coefficient stems from the
liquid-drop model of the nucleus and refers to the contribution made by the isospin asymmetry
to the energy of the nucleus [162]. In the semi-empirical mass formula (also known as the droplet
formula for nuclear masses), asym is the coefficient of the symmetry contribution (proportional
to I(N − Z)2/A) to the mass of the nucleus [160], where A = N + Z. This symmetry energy
coefficient is given by

asym =
1
2

(
∂2

∂I2

ε

ρ

)
I=0

with
(

I ≡ ρn − ρp

ρ

)
(4.2)

where ρ = ρp + ρn and ρp and ρn are the proton and neutron densities, respectively. Thus the
smaller the value of asym, the more asymmetric the system tends to be. The value of asym is
estimated to be between 31 and 33 MeV [163, 160, 161].

Large efforts have been undertaken by both the nuclear structure and heavy-ion reaction
communities over the last three decades [164] to constrain the EoS of symmetric nuclear matter.
Among others, the incompressibility at saturation density ρ0 = 0.16 fm3 has been determined to
be K0 = 231±5 MeV from nuclear giant monopole resonances [165], however also this value
depends on model assumptions. The EoS at densities 2ρ0 < ρ < 5ρ0 has been constrained by
measurements of collective flows [164, 166] and of sub-threshold kaon production [167, 168] in
relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions. It has been also pointed out [164, 169, 170] that residual
uncertainties in the determination of both K0 and the EoS of symmetric nuclear matter are mainly
governed by the uncertainties in density dependence of the symmetry energy, which will be
discussed later.

4.2 Hot nuclei and multifragmentation

Hot nucleus is a nucleus, which is highly excited, thermally equilibrated and can be characterized
by a temperature. Such nuclei are typically produced in nucleus-nucleus collisions at interme-
diate and relativistic beam energies. The value of temperature is usually estimated using the
apparent compliance of the yield ratio of pairs of isotopes to the grand-canonical picture. The
procedure for extraction of the temperature was suggested by Albergo [171]. When express-
ing the isotopic yield within the equilibrium limit of the grand-canonical ensemble, the simple
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formula is obtained [172]

Y (N,Z) = F (V, T ) g(N,Z) e
B(N,Z)+Nµn+Zµp

T . (4.3)

The isotopic yield is thus essentially governed by free neutron and proton chemical potentials
µn,p , temperature T and fragment binding energy B(N,Z). The factor F (V, T ) encompasses
information on the global properties of the fragment partition. The ground state spin degeneracy
factor g(N,Z) represents the internal state sum of the fragment, which is restricted to ground
state only. In oder to extract temperature, a double isotope ratio is constructed [171]

Y (N1 + 1, Z1)/Y (N1, Z1)
Y (N2 + 1, Z2)/Y (N2, Z2)

=
g(N1 + 1, Z1)/g(N1, Z1)
g(N2 + 1, Z2)/g(N2, Z2)

×

× exp
[
B(N1 + 1, Z1)−B(N1, Z1)−B(N2 + 1, Z2) + B(N2, Z2)

T

]
(4.4)

and the temperature T can be obtained as

T =
∆B1234

ln aY (N1+1,Z1)/Y (N1,Z1)
Y (N2+1,Z2)/Y (N2,Z2)

(4.5)

where a = g(N2+1,Z2)/g(N2,Z2)
g(N1+1,Z1)/g(N1,Z1)

and ∆B1234 = B(N1 +1, Z1)−B(N1, Z1)−B(N2 +1, Z2)+
B(N2, Z2). Thus an estimate of the grand-canonical temperature can be determined using the
isotope yields and some of their ground state characteristics.

The formula (4.5) was used extensively in experimental studies [174, 175]. Typically, the
temperature determined using various thermometers ( sets of isotope yields ) exhibited large
spread, possibly due to side-feeding from secondary decay. In [173] a graphical method was
employed in order to extract the average temperature. The isotopic yield ratios, corrected for
ground state spin degeneracy, are plotted as a function of binding energy difference (see Fig. 4.1).
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Fig. 4.2. Dependence of the yield ratio Y(3H)/Y(3He) on N/Z ratio of the isotopically resolved quasipro-
jectiles with ZQP = 12− 15 for nine bins of ε∗app [176].

The data from four reactions of 124Sn,124Xe beams with 112,124Sn targets at 28 A MeV are
investigated. Individual double isotope ratio thermometers can be represented (in the logarithmic
scale) when connecting the two points corresponding to used isotope ratios by a straight line. The
inverse of the slope of such line is then the temperature. When assuming that the effect of side-
feeding in the secondary decay is distributed randomly, an average temperature can be obtained
by a linear fit of the systematics of all isotopic yield ratios.

An information on the temperature can be obtained also from the slope of dependence of
the isobaric yield ratio Y(3H)/Y(3He) on neutron to proton ratio of the quasiprojectile N/ZQP .
The data from reactions of a 28Si beam with 112Sn and 124Sn targets at 30 and 50 A MeV (see
Fig. 4.2 ) were used [176] and the extracted temperatures compared well with the temperatures
obtained using the double isotope ratio thermometer (2H/3H)/(3He/4He). An assumption was
employed that the values of chemical potentials can be approximated by the values of separation
energies. The reason why such approximation is applicable for hot expanded nucleus can be in
the possible interplay of the effect of expansion (reducing absolute values of chemical potentials)
and separation of the isospin-asymmetric free nucleon gas from the isospin-symmetric heavier
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liquid phase [176], as indicated by observed inhomogeneous isospin distribution among light
charged particles and heavier fragments [177].

At excitation energies above 1 AMeV the hot nuclei can evaporate not only nucleons and
α-particles (as is it common at lower excitation energies of several tens of MeV), but also heav-
ier fragments. In order to describe such fragment emission, the traditional model of compound
nucleus decay based on Hauser-Feshbach approximation [66] was extended by Moretto to de-
scribe the emission of intermediate mass fragments (IMF) [67]. The emission of such complex
fragments is described as a binary split, essentially an asymmetric fission where the IMF is
accompanied by a heavy residue. The emission probability is determined by a value of the mass-
asymmetric fission barrier height. The model of fission-like binary split describes reasonably
well the onset of fragment emission, thus indicating that at the onset the complex fragment emis-
sion is a fission-like process [178]. Success of such approach prompted the attempts to describe
multifragmentation using the model of Sequential Binary Decay (SBD). Several implementations
(e.g. the GEMINI code [50]) have been used extensively for comparisons with experimental mul-
tifragmentation data, with reasonable success in description of e.g. inclusive mass and charge
distributions. However, as shown earlier, the model of sequential binary decay fails to describe
the results of the exclusive measurements at the zero angle [179]. An explanation is suggested by
comparison of the model of sequential binary decay to transitional-state model of multifragmen-
tation [180] where even for binary exit channel the number of available degrees of freedom is
different. Furthermore, the model of sequential binary decay also fails to reproduce the observed
fragment correlations [181].

Simultaneous multifragmentation is a process where the final state consists of multiple frag-
ments which are the remnants of a hot nucleus. Statistical phase-space models of multifrag-
mentation typically assume that the properties of final fragments are determined in the so-called
”freeze-out” configuration, where the typical distance of pre-fragments becomes, due to ther-
mal expansion, larger than radius of the short-range nuclear interaction. Main assumption of the
statistical phase-space models describing various processes is that a certain stage of the process
can be identified where the available phase-space determines the final probability distribution of
exit channels. For instance, in statistical description of the fully equilibrated compound nucleus,
the probabilities of various evaporation channels are determined by available phase space of the
corresponding evaporation residue and the fission probability is determined by available phase
space at the saddle-point on top of the fission barrier. In the case of simultaneous multifragmen-
tation, the phase-space is explored for the possible multi-fragment configurations (partitions),
typically at the stage where short-range nuclear interaction freezes out and the identities of final
fragments are determined. The probabilities of various partitions can be determined statisti-
cally, exactly using the micro-canonical ensemble [182], or approximately using the canonical
and grand-canonical ensembles [35]. Canonical and grand-canonical approximations typically
reduce the mathematical complexity while raising questions on the applicability of such approx-
imations since the nuclei are rather small systems. Detailed discussion of the application of
statistical mechanics to small systems can be found in [183].

Here we briefly review the most commonly used phase-space model of simultaneous mul-
tifragmentation, the Statistical Model of Multifragmentation (SMM) [35]. The model uses the
grand-canonical approximation, the freeze-out volume depends on fragment multiplicity and
internal excitation of fragments in the freeze-out configuration is considered, thus producing
”hot” fragments. Analogous models with ”cold” fragments also exist [182], typically the freeze-
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out volume is chosen approximately twice larger than in the case of hot fragments. Yield of
fragments with neutron and proton numbers N and Z can be, within grand-canonical approach,
characterized by formula [35]:

Y (N,Z) = gNZ
Vf

λT
A3/2 exp

[
−FNZ(T, V )−Nµn − Zµp

T

]
(4.6)

where gNZ is the ground state spin degeneracy, Vf is the free volume ( Vf = V − V0 where
V and V0 are the volumes at freeze-out and ground state ), λT is the thermal wavelength, FNZ

is the intrinsic free energy of the fragment, µn and µp are the free neutron and proton chemical
potentials, and T is the temperature. The free volume at freeze-out is determined as Vf = χV0.
The parameter χ is determined as

χ =

[
1 +

d

r0A
1/3
0

(M1/3 − 1)

]3

− 1. (4.7)

where M is the fragment multiplicity, d is nuclear diffuseness, A0 is the mass of the system and
r0 is the nuclear radius parameter. It is essentially a product of the additional fragment surface
area and nuclear diffuseness length. The values of χ range from 0.2 to 2. The fragment free
energy is at most part determined using the liquid drop model. The component of free energy
corresponding to Coulomb interaction is determined using the Wigner-Seitz approximation. The
Wigner-Seitz clusterization energy is calculated at volume V = (1 + κ)V0. The value of κ can
be related to average Coulomb barrier and thus is generally different from χ, which controls the
freeze-out of strong interaction. Typical value is κ = 3.5 which is between the values for closely
packed fragments (κ = 2) and for fission (κ = 5). The statistical model of multifragmenta-
tion was used for extensive comparisons with experimental multifragmentation data, typically
obtaining a consistent description of a wide range of experimental observables [35, 78, 179].

As an alternative to two-step reaction scenario, where reaction dynamics is attributed to the
early stage of nucleus-nucleus collision while multifragmentation of the hot nucleus is described
statistically, the whole process can be described in unified fashion by dynamical theory with
explicit time-dependence. In the microscopic time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory [184], an
extension of the stationary Hartree-Fock theory used to describe the ground state, the nucleus-
nucleus collision is represented by time evolution of the one-body mean field, which defines
the collective degrees of freedom of the system. The time-dependent Hartree-Fock theory does
exhibit collective behavior which reminds many experimentally observed phenomena [184], it
nevertheless does not include two-body dissipation via collisions of nucleons which is supposed
to play significant role at energy regimes where the hot nuclei are produced. Two-body in-
teraction can be included in the framework of quantum kinetic theory as represented by the
Boltzmann transport equation, which describes the reaction dynamics in terms of both mean-
field and two-body dissipation. Various semi-classical methods featuring the concept of pseudo-
particle are used to simulate the solution of the Boltzmann transport equation. The most common
approximations are Vlasov-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (VUU) [185], Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck
(BUU) [186], Landau-Vlasov (LV) [187], Boltzmann-Nordheim-Vlasov (BNV) [188] and Quan-
tum Molecular Dynamics (QMD) [189] methods. Results of such simulations typically offer a
qualitative description of the main features of reaction dynamics including multifragmentation.
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Fig. 4.3. A schematic description of the nuclear liquid-gas phase transition as a mechanism of multifrag-
mentation.

Using the transport theory, the properties of the nuclear equation of state such as nuclear incom-
pressibility and symmetry energy can be investigated phenomenologically.

4.3 Liquid-gas phase transition

Phase-space models of multifragmentation typically explore the properties of final fragments in
the freeze-out configuration where nuclear interaction between the fragments does not play a role
anymore. The underlying mechanism leading to multifragmentation is nevertheless closely re-
lated to properties of the nuclear medium, which can be studied microscopically. Over the recent
decades, thermal properties of the nuclear medium were studied theoretically using microscopic
approaches such as temperature-dependent Hartree-Fock [190] or relativistic mean-field [191]
approximations. The microscopic theory of the nuclear matter predicts a phase transition of the
liquid-gas type. Below a critical temperature, the two phases can coexist. The spatial distribution
of phases can be expected to develop from vapor bubbles in liquid at high density toward liquid
droplets in vapor at low densities [192]. A hot nucleus undergoing multifragmentation can be
envisioned as rapidly expanding until it enters the spinodal region (as it is schematically shown
in Fig. 4.3). At that stage multifragmentation occurs due to rapidly developing dynamical insta-
bilities. When considering the isospin-asymmetric nuclear matter [191,193], the phase transition
is supposed to lead to separation into a symmetric dense phase and asymmetric dilute phase.
It has been discussed in literature [194] to what extent such a phase transition is generated by
fluctuations of density or concentration, typically suggesting a coupling of different instability
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modes.
The properties of clusters formed in the phase transition can be described by a variety of

random cluster models. Simple model of clusterization was proposed by Fisher [195], where the
liquid drop expansion of the Gibbs free energy leads to the mass distribution of clusters

P (A) ∝ A−τ exp
[
−b(T )A2/3

]
(4.8)

where the surface term b(T ) = 4πr2
0σ(T )/T decreases monotonically toward zero as tempera-

ture approaches critical temperature Tc. At critical temperature the mass distribution becomes
a power law with critical exponent τ . Similar properties are obtained using percolation models,
lattice models and cellular model of fragmentation (an extensive overview of these models in the
context of multifragmentation can be found in [196], sections 4., 5.).

Calculations based on the microscopic nuclear theory [191, 193] suggest that nuclear matter
undergoes liquid-gas phase transition which is of the first order, the density difference between
phases being the order parameter. Similar conclusions can be obtained also in the context of
SMM [197]. However, the phase transition in the percolation models is of the second order
and lattice models such as Ising model [198] exhibit a complex phase diagram with both first
and second order phase transitions. Furthermore, since theory of nuclear phase transitions is
formulated for infinite systems while the experiments investigate multifragmentation of finite
nuclei, it is necessary to assess the effect of finite size. As discussed in [196], the critical behavior
observed in random-cluster models can be related to scaling properties and self-similarity of the
system at different scales, what suggests that observed properties of finite system represent the
properties of infinite media. On the other hand, finiteness constraints of small systems can lead to
a behavior analogous to criticality [196]. Obviously, for any experimental observation the effect
of finite size should be understood.

In the work [200], thermodynamical properties of the quasi-projectiles undergoing statistical
multifragmentation [78, 177, 176, 199] were investigated in order to reveal possible signals of
the phase transition. The difference of isovector chemical potential in two reactions ∆(µn −
µp) was estimated using the isoscaling analysis [199], by constructing the observable β′T (see
Fig. 4.4a), where isoscaling parameter β′ obtained by fitting the exponential dependence of the
ratio R21 on projection of isospin N-Z. The temperature of the hot system was obtained using
2H,3H/3He,4He double isotope ratio thermometer (see Fig. 4.4b). A horizontal line in Fig. 4.4a
represents an estimate of the zero temperature value of ∆(µn − µp) by the proton and neutron
separation energies (µp,n ≈ −Sp,n) of reconstructed quasi-projectiles, using their known N/Z
ratio and a correction for neutron emission from back-tracing of DIT/SMM simulations [78].
The zero temperature estimates of ∆(µn − µp) for all excitation energy bins are consistent with
the horizontal line. The experimental dependence of ∆(µn − µp) at low excitation energies is
consistent with a trend of decrease caused by expansion of the homogeneous hot source (shown
as dashed line), at 4 AMeV it deviates from the trend of homogeneous system and the zero
temperature value is again approached at 6-7 AMeV. The trend of ∆(µn−µp) for homogeneous
system was obtained assuming ρ2/3-dependence of the Fermi energy and using the estimate of
free volume by formula (52) of [35]. The turning-point at 4 AMeV can be understood as a signal
of the onset of phase coexistence since chemical separation into an isospin symmetric heavy
fraction and an isospin asymmetric nucleon gas leads to increase of µn − µp of the dilute phase
( free nucleon gas ). The onset of chemical separation is correlated to the onset of the plateau
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Fig. 4.4. (a) The dependence of observable β′T = ∆(µn − µp) on apparent excitation energy of the
quasiprojectile [199] (full squares). Horizontal line shows estimate of β′T obtained when assuming µp,n ≈
−Sp,n. Dashed curve represents the expected trend for homogeneous system. (b) Corresponding caloric
curve [176]. Vertical line indicates the position of turning point.

in the caloric curve in Fig. 4.4b, thus signaling that chemical separation is accompanied by a
latent heat. Such a behavior can be expected in the first-order phase transition. The dotted lines
in Fig. 4.4b indicate discontinuity in the heat capacity.

Several experimental signals of the first-order phase transition were reported, such as nega-
tive micro-canonical heat capacity [201], characterized by abnormal kinetic energy fluctuation,
and the ”fossil” signal of spinodal decomposition [202], characterized by abnormal production
of equally sized fragments. The isospin-asymmetry of the fragments is not explored in such in-
vestigations. The behavior in Fig. 4.4 relates the signal of chemical separation to the plateau
of the caloric curve, thus providing a signal of isospin-asymmetric first-order phase transition.
Further support for such conclusion can be deduced from the inhomogeneous distribution of
isospin-asymmetry [177] among dense and dilute phases represented by light charged particles
(LCPs) and intermediate mass fragments (IMFs), respectively. The effect is strongly dependent
on the N/Z ratio of the quasiprojectile. So are multiplicities of LCPs and IMFs which further
indicate that with increasing isospin-asymmetry of the quasiprojectile the dilute phase becomes
more isospin-asymmetric and abundant. The estimated density at the turning point in Fig. 4.4a
is consistent with theoretical estimates of the position and shape of the spinodal contour, typi-
cally at almost constant total density 0.6ρ0 in a wide range of asymmetries [194]. Thus, inside
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Fig. 4.5. Comparison of temperature obtained using the double isotope ratio thermometer d,t/3He,4He
[176] with kinematic temperatures of p,d,t,3He,4He in the quasi-projectile frame.

the spinodal region the homogeneous nuclear medium is quickly replaced by both isospin and
spatially inhomogeneous system. Such a conclusion is further supported by a comparison of the
temperature obtained using the double isotope ratio thermometer d,t/3He,4He [176] with kine-
matic temperatures of p,d,t,3He,4He obtained from Maxwellian fits of the kinetic energy spectra
in the quasiprojectile frame (see Fig. 4.5). While at low excitation energies the double isotope
ratio temperature represents essentially an average of the kinematic temperatures of individual
species, in the plateau region a transition occurs to the regime where the double isotope ratio
temperature represents the kinematic temperature of protons (and possibly of the nucleon gas).
Such a transition, just above the turning-point where the isovector part of chemical potential de-
viates from the trend of homogeneous system (as shown in Fig. 4.4), suggests that the isotopic
composition of fragments is in equilibrium with the free nucleon gas what is a basic assumption
used in grand-canonical models such as SMM [35]. Higher values of kinematic temperatures of
d,t,3He,4He indicate that the clusters are created prior to such equilibration (possibly by spinodal
decomposition). On the other hand, the low energy behavior can be explained by an assump-
tion that the isotopic composition is determined at the instant when clusters are emitted what
is in good agreement with our understanding of de-excitation of the compound nucleus. The
two different values of heat capacities in low- and high-energy parts of the caloric curve, sug-
gested in Fig. 4.4b, can thus be understood as representing a homogeneous nuclear liquid and
an isospin-asymmetric free nucleon gas, respectively. For the quasiprojectiles with A = 20–
30 the finite-size effect can play role and thus similar analysis for heavier sources is necessary
in order to establish a link to the phase transition in the isospin-asymmetric nuclear matter at
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sub-saturation densities. It may be however noted that theoretical studies of small systems [183]
suggest that van der Waals-like loops observed in infinite systems are affected in transition to
finite system only by small terms and thus the conclusions for finite systems can be applicable
also for infinite case.

One of the goals of the work [74] was to verify the behavior observed in the reaction 28Si +
112,124Sn. Of special interest was the verification of the signal of the liquid-gas phase transition,
obtained using isoscaling analysis in the earlier work [199]. Practically isotropic emission is
observed (as documented in Fig.2.19) which implies the statistical multifragmentation of the hot
projectile-like nucleus. As in the work [199], the isoscaling analysis was performed also for the
reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV. The observed isoscaling behavior is quite regular and the
value of the isoscaling parameter (slope) decreases with excitation energy, in agreement with the
previous experiment [199] and other experiments reported in the literature. Also the yield ratios
of mirror nuclei measured in the reaction 48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV exhibit exponential scaling
with the quasiprojectile N/Z, with identical slopes for all ratios within each of the excitation
energy bins. The slope decreases with increasing excitation energy in an analogous way as in the
reactions 28Si+112,124Sn [176]. The observed grand-canonical scaling provides further evidence
that statistical multifragmentation is a dominant mode of de-excitation also in this case.

In order to estimate the evolution of the chemical potential, as in the earlier work [199], it was
necessary to estimate the system temperature. Fig. 4.6a shows the caloric curve obtained for the
selected fully resolved data with Z ≥ 21 using the double isotope ratio thermometer d,t/3,4He
(squares). Furthermore, Fig. 4.6a shows the comparison of the double isotope ratio thermometer
d,t/3,4He to global temperature from the slopes of ∆B dependences in (triangles, obtained in sim-
ilar way as temperature in Fig. 4.1) and to proton kinematic (slope) temperature (line). One can
see that, unlike the work [200], there is no clear correspondence of the slope temperature to the
double isotope ratio thermometers. Thus one needs to establish to what extent the double isotope
ratio temperature of the two thermometers represents the multifragmentation temperature. When
comparing the d,t/3,4He temperature observed in the reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV to the
earlier results for the reactions 28Si+112,124Sn [176, 200], both caloric curves are consistent and
thus possibly represent general properties of the multifragmenting system. On the other hand, a
similar comparison for the proton kinetic temperature shows that in the heavier system it dropped
considerably, what can be explained by the onset of intense secondary emission of protons in the
heavier system. In the reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45 AMeV, proton kinematic temperature is
consistent with the global temperature from the slopes of ∆B dependences and thus the latter
also appears to be consistent to secondary emission. Thus the mass range A = 40–50 appears to
represent an upper limit where the effect of secondary emission can be disentangled.

It is remarkable to note, that there is a good correspondence between the global isotope ratio
temperature and proton kinematic temperature. Both curves are relatively flat above 4 AMeV,
which can be possibly interpreted as a long plateau. However, comparison with the lighter hot
system in ref. [199] shows that the value of the plateau temperature is much lower than it can be
expected in multifragmentation. Especially in the case of thermometers using proton multiplicity
and proton kinematic temperature such low temperature with flat behavior may be caused by in-
creased influence of secondary de-excitation via nucleon (proton) emission. Such a mode is not
dominant in the lighter system of ref. [199], where the Fermi decay, analogous to multifragmen-
tation, dominates [35]. Thus the proton kinematic temperature for the lighter system represents
the earlier de-excitation stage, as is documented by higher values of the temperature [200] than
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Fig. 4.6. (a) Caloric curve obtained using global temperature from the slopes of ∆B dependences (trian-
gles) along with the caloric curves obtained using the double isotope ratio thermometer d,t/3,4He (squares)
and proton slope temperatures (line). (b) Resulting values of β′T obtained using the global (triangles) and
d,t/3,4He (squares) temperatures.

in the present case.
In the macrocanonical limit, the product of the temperature T and isoscaling parameter β′

(obtained by fitting the exponential dependence of the ratio R21 on projection of isospin N-Z),
corresponds to the value of the isovector part of the chemical potential. The resulting values of
β′T are shown in Fig. 4.6b for the d,t/3,4He thermometer (squares) and the global isotope ratio
temperature (triangles). In the chemical potential corresponding to the d,t/3,4He thermometer, a
reversion of the trend is observed at 4 AMeV, analogous to the results for the lighter system [199].
Such behavior of chemical potential was also confirmed by lattice-gas calculations [203]. The
estimate of the isovector chemical potential, obtained using the thermometer representing the
secondary emission, still leads to approximately constant behavior above 4 AMeV. It can be con-
cluded that the increase of the isovector chemical potential, as documented for the d,t/3,4He ther-
mometer, is related to de-excitation of the hot multifragmenting source and signals an increasing
isospin asymmetry of the gas phase in the isospin-asymmetric liquid-gas phase transition [199].

In general, one can conclude that the trends observed in the lighter quasi-projectiles in the
reactions 28Si+112,124Sn [199, 176, 200] were confirmed in the reactions 40,48Ca + 27Al at 45
AMeV for projectile-like nuclei with mass about twice that of the former. Moreover, it has been
shown that the properties of the hot systems, as reflected by the fragment observables, become
still more distorted by secondary emission with increasing mass. It thus appears that thermody-
namical observables, observed in multifragmentation of fully reconstructed quasi-projectiles, are
consistent with the first order phase transitions. Still, the power-law behavior, considered as a
signature of critical behavior and thus of second order phase transition, was observed also for one
of these systems [204], and thus a question whether and under which conditions such signatures
can coexist.
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Fig. 4.7. The resulting values of a) proton concentrations xv (solid line), xl (dashed line) and b) vapor
fraction avap for an adiabatically expanding system with T0 = 10 MeV and isospin asymmetry of the
system (N − Z)/A = 0.3. Panels c) and d) show analogous results for isospin asymmetry of the system
(N − Z)/A = 0.003.

This question was examined in the work [205]. Thermodynamical properties of the nuclear
matter at sub-saturation densities were investigated using a simple van der Waals-like equation of
state with an additional term representing symmetry energy. For the isolated system an enthalpy
conservation rule was introduced resulting in significant limitations for the isospin-asymmetric
liquid-gas phase transition, which is a sizable effect for very isospin-asymmetric systems but
becomes negligible for symmetric systems.

The resulting values of proton concentrations xv , xl for vapor and liquid, respectively, and
mass fraction of vapor avap for an adiabatically expanding system with T0 = 10 MeV are shown
in Fig. 4.7, for the isospin asymmetries of the system (N − Z)/A = 0.3 and 0.003, respec-
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tively. It can be seen that for the asymmetric system with (N − Z)/A = 0.3 there occurs a
well pronounced isospin asymmetric liquid-gas phase transition with a sizable part of the system
being converted into very isospin asymmetric vapor while the rest of the system becomes still
more and more symmetric liquid. These trends become more prominent as the density of initial
meta-stable state decreases. When the system becomes more symmetric the vapor fraction drops
very quickly while the vapor preserves its isospin asymmetry. Also the region of densities where
isospin asymmetric liquid-gas phase transition can occur shrinks quickly. From the Fig. 4.7
one can conclude that observable isospin asymmetric liquid-gas phase transition will occur for
very asymmetric systems such as these observed in the experiment [200] while for symmetric
systems (and for the remnants of liquid phase in asymmetric systems) another mechanism, anal-
ogous to percolation, will play role. In order to reach spinodal region the system must pass the
multifragmentation barrier and thus these systems will be unstable toward sudden decomposition
into multiple fragments. Such a scenario can provide explanation for the somewhat confusing
situation where signatures of both first and second order phase transitions can be extracted from
observed data (even from the same set of data [200, 204]). The first-order behavior can be at-
tributed to the distillation of isospin-asymmetric gas while the second-order signatures can be
attributed to subsequent fragmentation (percolation) of the remaining symmetric liquid.

4.4 Symmetry energy

Understanding the equation of state (EoS) of asymmetric nuclear matter, i.e. nuclear matter with
different neutron and proton concentrations, is of fundamental importance since it underpins
our knowledge of many aspects of nuclear physics and astrophysics. The equation of state of
asymmetric nuclear matter (AsyEoS) describes the relationship between energy, pressure, tem-
perature, baryonic density and isospin asymmetry, δ=(ρn-ρp)/ρ, of nuclear matter [164], where
ρn and ρp are the neutron and proton densities, respectively, and ρ=ρn+ρp is the total isoscalar
nuclear density. The AsyEoS can be expressed as the sum of a symmetric term (i.e., inde-
pendent from the isospin asymmetry) and an asymmetric term; the latter can be expressed as
Esym(ρ/ρ0)δ2 [206, 207, 208, 209]; the density dependent function Esym(ρ/ρ0) is termed the
Symmetry Energy (SE).

One of the main goals of intermediate and relativistic energy heavy-ion collisions (HIC) is
to study properties of nuclear matter, especially to determine the nuclear equation of state (EoS).
HIC provide a unique possibility to compress nuclear matter to a hot and dense phase within
a laboratory environment. The pressures that result from the high densities achieved during
such collisions strongly influence the motion of ejected matter and are sensitive to the EoS.
Within the hard work of the researchers over the three decades, the EoS of symmetric nuclear
matter was studied in detail by the study of giant monopole resonances, collective flow as well as
multifragmentation [165, 210, 164, 211]. The study of EoS of isospin asymmetric nuclear matter
is recently underway, particularly, for the density dependence of symmetry energy. Considerable
progress has been made in determining the sub- and supra-saturation density behavior of the
symmetry energy [212, 213, 214, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219]. The later part is still an unanswered
question in spite of recent findings in term of neutron-proton elliptic flow ratio and difference
[217,218]. However, the former one is understood to some extent [212,213,214,215], although,
more efforts are needed for precise measurements.

Theoretical studies of the SE have been based on different many-body theories using var-
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ious two-body and three-body forces or interaction Lagrangians as well as various numerical
implementations. However, because of our poor knowledge about the isospin dependence of
in-medium nucleon-nucleon interaction and the difficulties in solving the nuclear many-body
problem, predictions of the SE based on the three main concepts, such as the microscopic many-
body approach the effective-field theory and the phenomenological approaches differ widely.
The absence of strong constraints on the SE engenders major theoretical uncertainties: the above
mentioned well established theoretical approaches disagree in predicting the ρ dependence of the
SE among them but also within the same approach. Indeed, different parameterizations capable
of describing available nucleon scattering data, lead to strong discrepancies in the ρ dependence
of the SE within the same model.

Heavy-ion reactions are a unique tool for obtaining information on the SE in the laboratory,
and a considerable activity is presently devoted to its low-density behavior; in contrast, very
few experimental constraints exist on the SE at supra-saturation baryonic densities, ρ > ρ0. In
fact, recent measurements of the Giant Monopole [220] and Pygmy Dipole [221] resonances in
neutron-rich nuclei, isospin diffusion [212, 214], neutron/proton emission and flow [213, 214],
isospin dependence of incomplete fusion [222] and fragment isotopic ratios [223,224] suggested
a the density dependence of the SE of the form [214]

Esym(ρ/ρ0) = Cs,k

(
ρ

ρ0

)2/3

+ Cs,p

(
ρ

ρ0

)γ

, (4.9)

where the first term is related to the momentum distribution of the Fermionic gas, leading to the
value of Cs,k = EF /3, while the second term represents the potential contribution with possible
exponents in the range γ = 0.6−2. In the near future, progresses in these kinds of measurements
with both stable and radioactive isotope beams (RIB) will provide further stringent constraints
at sub-saturation densities Viceversa the supra-saturation behavior, that has the largest impact
on understanding certain neutron star properties [207, 208], is still subject to greatest theoretical
uncertainties. The study of the SE at supra-saturation densities requires high-energy reactions
capable of compressing the colliding nuclei and suitable probes sensitive to these early reaction
stages. Several probes have been proposed including neutron and proton directed and ellip-
tic flows [225, 226, 227, 228, 229], neutron/proton ratios [213, 230, 231, 232], π+/π− ratios and
flows [233, 234, 216], K+/K0 [235] and Σ−/Σ+ [233] ratios and new experiments are expected
to take place during the next few years, in Europe as well as worldwide. From the experimen-
tal point of view, three sets of existing FOPI data have been recently analyzed with the aim
of providing a first study of the SE behavior at supra-saturation densities. It should be noted
that none of the experiments were specifically designed and optimized to provide constraints
on the SE. First of all, the double ratio (K+/K0)Ru/(K+/K0)Zr was measured in 96Ru+96Ru
and 96Zr+96Zr collisions at 1528 AMeV using the FOPI detector at GSI [236]. The results are
consistent with a thermal model prediction and the assumption of a soft SE for infinite nuclear
matter. More realistic transport simulations of the collisions show a similar agreement with the
data but also exhibit a reduced sensitivity to the symmetry term. However, it has recently been
pointed out that more experimental and theoretical work is needed to establish the effectiveness
of the K+/K0 ratio in probing the SE [209]. Secondly, the single ratio (π+/π−)Au was mea-
sured in 197Au+197Au collisions from 400 to 1500 AMeV using the FOPI detector at GSI [237]
and analyzed using the hadronic transport model IBUU04 [216]. The results suggest that the SE
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is rather soft at ρ > 2ρ0. Finding a SE that reaches its maximum at a density between ρ0 and
2ρ0 and then starts decreasing at higher densities is not consistent with the density dependence
deduced from fragmentation experiments probing nuclear matter near or below saturation [214]
and with the slightly softer density dependence resulting from the analysis of the pygmy dipole
resonance in heavy nuclei [221]. It is expected that pions are produced during the high-density
phase of the reaction [238] but are also subject to considerable in-medium effects which have
to be controlled with high precision [239, 240]. It is likely that providing definitive constraints
on the SE will require consistent measurements of the several observables proposed; however,
some signals appears to be controversial and strongly model dependent; to clarify this points
we need a better understanding of Coulomb and surface effects, production and re-absorption of
resonances, reaction dynamics, in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section, splitting of neutron
and proton effective masses in momentum dependent iso-vectorial interactions.

When considering influence of the symmetry energy on emission rates of nucleons in nucleus-
nucleus collisions, one needs to understand whether and how the medium represented by the
equation of state can influence relative probabilities of emission of protons and neutrons. The-
oretical investigations of the density-dependence of in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross section
were carried out for symmetric nuclear matter [241, 242], and significant influence of nuclear
density on resulting in-medium cross sections was observed in their density, angular and energy
dependencies. Using momentum-dependent interaction, ratios of in-medium to free nucleon-
nucleon cross sections were evaluated via reduced nucleonic masses [243] and used for transport
simulations. Still, transport simulation are mostly performed using parameterizations of the free
nucleon-nucleon cross sections, eventually scaling them down empirically or using simple pre-
scriptions for density-dependence of the scaling factor [244]. In the present work, a prescription
for estimation of the density-dependence of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections cor-
responding to the specific form of phenomenological nuclear equation of state will be presented.
Such possibility to establish a simple dependence of nucleon-nucleon cross sections on density,
temperature and symmetry energy is potentially important for a wide range of problems in nu-
clear physics and astrophysics.

A new variant of the transport code for simulation of the nucleus-nucleus collisions was intro-
duced in the work [245]. In variance to previous codes, used for the solution of the Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation (BUU), the nucleon-nucleon cross sections, used for evaluation of
the collision term, are estimated directly from the equation of state, used for evaluation of the
mean-field potential. The method of estimation of the nucleon-nucleon cross sections is based
on the formal transformation of the equation of state into the form of the Van der Waals equation
of state and the cross sections is obtained using the proper volume, a parameter of the Van der
Waals equation of state. Thus the whole calculation is based on the selected equation of state and
there is no need to use free or empirically estimated in-medium cross sections. These simulations
will be described using the acronym VdWBUU, while the reference simulations using the free
nucleon-nucleon cross sections of Cugnon [104] will be described as fBUU.

Based on the expression for energy per particle, shown in Eq. (2.25), one can construct
corresponding thermodynamical equation of the state and the resulting pressure is the weighted
average between two terms, which can be expressed as [245]

p =
〈

f5/2(z)
f3/2(z)

〉
ρT + aρ2 + bκρ1+κ + γasρ0(

ρ

ρ0
)1+γτzI. (4.10)
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where f5/2(z)

f3/2(z) is the factor, a fraction of the Fermi integrals fn(z), assuring that Fermi statis-
tics is taken into account. The parameters zn = µn/T , zp = µp/T are the values of fugacity
of neutrons and protons, with µn, µp being the neutron and proton chemical potential, respec-
tively. These terms can be interpreted as the equation of state of the system of particles with the
corresponding single-particle potential, given by the equation (2.25).

In order to find relation between equation of state and nucleon emission rates one can turn
attention specifically to the Van der Waals equation of state. It can be written, using particle
density ρ,

(p + a′ρ2)(1− ρb′) =
〈

f5/2(z)
f3/2(z)

〉
ρT, (4.11)

where the parameter a′ is related to attractive interaction among particles and b′ represents the
proper volume of the constituent particles. In geometrical picture the proper volume of the
particle can be directly related to its cross section for interaction with other particles. It is possible
to formally transform the above equations of state for neutrons and protons (4.10) (and practically
any other equation of state) into the form analogous to the Van der Waals equation. Then, by
comparison, one obtains values of coefficients

a′ = −a, (4.12)

and

b′ =
bκρκ + γas

(
ρ
ρ0

)γ

τzI〈
f5/2(z)

f3/2(z)

〉
ρT + bκρ1+κ + 2γρ0as

(
ρ
ρ0

)1+γ

τzI
, (4.13)

where the latter provides a measure of the proper volume of the constituents, nucleons in this
case, as a measure of deviation from the behavior of the ideal gas. The proper volume of nucleon
can be used to estimate its cross section within the nucleonic medium

σ =
(

9π

16

)1/3

b′2/3, (4.14)

which can be implemented into the collision term of the Boltzmann equation.
Concerning the physical meaning of this procedure, for each point in the ρ-T plane the Van

der Waals equation of state is found which behaves identically to the nuclear equation of state
(4.10) in the vicinity of that point. Thus the dynamics of the system can be described using
the two parameters of the Van der Waals EoS, of which one provides a measure of the effective
volume of the constituent at a given density and temperature. The variation of the constituent vol-
ume reflects the interplay of the long-range attractive interaction, leading to its apparent increase,
with the short-range repulsive interaction, leading to its apparent decrease.

The trend of the estimated values of nucleus-nucleus cross sections, obtained using the soft
parameterization of symmetry energy with ρ2/3-dependence is shown in the Figure 4.8 for the
temperature 20 MeV. The extracted values of the cross sections are surprisingly close to the ex-
pected value of geometric cross sections. With increasing isoscalar density the values of cross
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Fig. 4.8. Extracted isospin dependencies of nucleon-nucleon cross sections for temperature 20 MeV and
various densities.

sections initially grow until they reach maximum values in the region around half of saturation
density and then monotonously decrease. The increase at low densities possibly describes grad-
ual deviation from the equation of state of ideal gas due to increasing attractive potential while
at higher densities the decreasing trend may indeed represent the properties of short-range repul-
sive interaction. At high densities, with increasing isoscalar density the sensitivity to symmetry
energy tends to decrease and around the density 2ρ0 it is practically lost, which however can be
preserved using harder parameterizations of the symmetry energy. It is worth mentioning that
a similar rise and fall of nucleon-nucleon cross sections was observed by the Alm, Ropke and
Schmidt [242] and it was explained as a precursor effect of super-fluid phase-transition. Also in
the present case this effect can be related to the phase transition in the nuclear matter, since it
is caused by the same interplay of attractive and repulsive interaction which influences also the
proper volume and thus extracted cross sections.

While the Boltzmann equation (2.24) is formulated in terms of density, it does not explic-
itly consider temperature. Therefore temperature T needs to be estimated independently. It is
possible to estimate temperature using the Maxwellian momentum distribution of nucleons

f(~p) =
1

(2πmT )3/2
e−

p2
x+p2

y+p2
z

2mT , (4.15)
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Fig. 4.9. Evolution of average temperature of the fireball (solid line) with the time. The total volume of
the fireball is shown in arbitrary scale as dash-dotted line. The results were obtained using the BUU in
reaction 48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm. Dotted straight line shows the fireball
temperature estimate for a given beam energy obtained from the systematics of pre-equilibrium spectra [58].

where m is the nucleon mass. Using this formula, local temperature can be estimated from
momentum distribution in the c.m. frame by evaluating the momentum variance. At early stages
of collision this can be done primarily for transverse momentum since it provides a measure
of mutual thermalization of particles from the projectile and target, which proceeds by distant
elastic collisions generating the transverse momentum. More violent collisions would lead to
emission of colliding nucleons and thus would not contribute to thermalization of the source.
This temperature estimate can be done without requiring stopping and formation of the source
equilibrated in all three dimensions, closer analogue would be the friction of two dilute gas clouds
passing through each other.

Evolution of average temperature of the fireball with the time is shown in Fig. 4.9. The results
were obtained using the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation (BUU) [101, 102] in reaction
48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm. Temperature was evaluated for each
time step in the cubic cells with the side of 1 fm. Average temperature was determined as a mean
value of temperature over all cells where number of nucleons was sufficient (corresponding to
density of ρ0/10) and temperature thus could be evaluated. The total volume of this fireball
is shown in Fig. 4.9 in arbitrary scale as dash-dotted line. Dotted line shows the estimate of
fireball temperature for a given beam energy obtained from the systematics of pre-equilibrium
spectra [58]. One can see that the average temperature over the fireball at its peak value exceeds
the estimate from the systematics, while the value averaged over the lifetime of the hot fireball
(between 10 – 30 fm/c) appears to correspond to the value from the systematics. Thus it appears
that the procedure introduced here leads to reasonable estimate of local temperature.
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Fig. 4.10. Comparison of the nucleon-nucleon cross sections in two variants of the BUU calculations. On
the left panel are the isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections, obtained as the proper volume of the
Van der Waals form of the equation of state, as a function of density, while on the right panel are shown the
corresponding nucleon-nucleon cross sections, obtained using standard energy dependent parameterization,
used in BUU calculation. The results were obtained using the BUU in reaction 48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV
using the impact parameter 1 fm.

Since the temperature, determined using the assumption of Maxwellian distribution repre-
sents the classical Boltzmann statistics, it can be corrected in order to reflect the Fermi statistics,
which fermions like nucleons obey. To achieve this, one needs to multiply the classical temper-

ature TBoltz , corresponding to the Boltzmann statistics, by a factor
〈

f5/2(z)

f3/2(z)

〉−1

and thus the
formula (4.13) will turn into

b′ =
bκρκ + γas

(
ρ
ρ0

)γ

τzI

ρTBoltz + bκρ1+κ + γρ0as

(
ρ
ρ0

)1+γ

τzI
, (4.16)

which corresponds to classical case of Boltzmann statistics. Thus, remarkably, this classical ex-
pression can be used also for Fermionic (or even bosonic) particles, obeying their corresponding
statistics. From practical point of view, in this way the non-trivial determination of the Fermionic
temperature, depending of fugacity, can be avoided.

The behavior of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections was investigated using the
already mentioned reaction 48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm. The
soft equation of state was used, leading to incompressibility coefficient K = 200 MeV. For
the isospin asymmetric part the ”asystiff” parameterization was used with two symmetry energy
terms, the kinetic term with the parameters as1 = 12.5 MeV and γ1 = 2/3, resulting from
the Pauli principle, and the potential term with the parameters as2 = 17.5 MeV and γ2 = 2,
respectively.

Fig. 4.10 shows a comparison of the nucleon-nucleon cross sections in two variants of the
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck simulations. On the left panel are shown, as a function of den-
sity, the isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections, obtained using the proper volume
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Fig. 4.11. Relative difference of the isospin-dependent neutron-neutron and proton-proton cross sections
as a function of isospin asymmetry of the volume cell. The results were obtained using the BUU in reaction
48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm.

of the Van der Waals-like equation of state. On the right panel are shown the corresponding
free nucleon-nucleon cross sections, obtained as energy dependent parameterization of measured
nucleon-nucleon cross sections [104]. It is apparent that while the isospin-dependent nucleon-
nucleon cross sections essentially follow the 1/ρ2/3-dependence, the nucleon-nucleon cross sec-
tion parameterization of Cugnon et al. leads to much larger spread, mostly due to its explicit
energy dependence. Nevertheless, one observes that both parameterization cover essentially the
same range of values of the nucleon-nucleon cross sections. Furthermore, from the compari-
son [246] of the parameterization of Cugnon et al. to in-medium cross sections at saturation
density, calculated using the G-matrix theory by Cassing et al. [247], it can be judged that the in-
medium cross sections, obtained using the proper volume of the Van der Waals-like equation of
state, are in better agreement with somewhat higher values of G-matrix in-medium cross sections
of Cassing et al., which reflect properly the Fermionic nature of nucleons.

In general, it is remarkable, that the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross sections can be possi-
bly directly related to the equation of state of the isospin asymmetric nuclear matter. This offers
a more consistent description of the nuclear reactions and various astrophysical objects and pro-
cesses in term of properties of nucleonic matter, expressed using the corresponding equation of
state. However, one has to take into account that the equation of state of the isospin asymmet-
ric nuclear matter describes isotropic medium and thus the extracted in-medium cross sections
represent angle-averaged values. These values are used in this work, and compared to the results
obtained with angle-averaged free cross sections of Cugnon et al. [104], and thus the effect of
the equation of state of the isospin asymmetric nuclear matter on in-medium cross sections is
demonstrated. However, one can consider possibility to implement angular dependence, either
using the compatible microscopic calculations or from the observed experimental free nucleus-
nucleus cross sections. This possibility is beyond the scope of the present work and will be
investigated in our future work.

The magnitude of the effect of isospin asymmetry on the nucleon-nucleon cross sections can
be judged from Fig. 4.11, which shows the relative difference of the isospin-dependent neutron-
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Fig. 4.12. Evolution of the difference of n/p multiplicity ratio between VdWBUU and fBUU calculations
for three angular ranges. The results were obtained in reactions 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at 400
AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm at the time 200 fm/c. Squares show the result with stiff symmetry
energy while triangles show results for soft symmetry energy. Soft nuclear equation of state is used.

neutron and proton-proton cross sections as a function of isospin asymmetry of the volume cell.
The results were again obtained using the BUU in reaction 48Ca+48Ca at 400 AMeV using
the impact parameter 1 fm. One can see that the relative magnitude does not reach very high
values even for most isospin-asymmetric cells, and the sensitivity of the Boltzmann-Uehling-
Uhlenbeck simulation to the isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections will result from
the cumulative effect of large amount of nucleus-nucleus collisions.

Figure 4.12 shows evolution of the difference of n/p multiplicity ratios between Boltzmann-
Uehling-Uhlenbeck simulation with both the isospin-dependent mean-field and the nucleon-
nucleon cross sections which are correlated to each other by the Eq. 4.14 (based on the analogy
with the van der Waals equation of state, thereafter we call this simulation as VdWBUU) and
Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck simulation with isospin-dependent mean-field and free nucleon-
nucleon cross sections (thereafter we call it fBUU), for three angular ranges as a function of the
kinetic energy in the center-of-mass system. The results were obtained using the BUU simula-
tion in reactions 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at 400 AMeV using the impact parameter 1 fm at
the stopping time 200 fm/c. Squares show the result with stiff symmetry energy parameterization
(as1= 12.5 MeV, γ1 = 2/3, as2 = 17.5 MeV and γ2 = 2) while triangles show results for with soft
symmetry energy parameterization (as1 = 12.5 MeV, γ1 = 2/3, as2 = 17.5 MeV and γ2 = 1/2).
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Soft nuclear equation of state (K = 200 MeV) is used in this case. Particles are considered as
emitted when they are separated in the phase-space from any other particle and separation is large
enough to assure that two particles are not part of a cluster (a condition ∆~p∆~r > 2h is imple-
mented). One can see that implementation of isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections
leads to significant variation of n/p multiplicity ratio and this effect appears to evolve with both
kinetic energy and polar angle. Variation of n/p multiplicity ratio is more significant for the more
neutron-rich system, which offers a strong argument for the use of neutron-rich exotic beams for
studies of density dependence of the symmetry energy in the future.

Picture remains analogous also in the case of stiff nuclear equation of state (K = 380 MeV),
one can see that implementation of isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections leads to
considerable variation of n/p multiplicity ratio, which again evolves with both kinetic energy and
polar angle. Also here the variation of n/p multiplicity ratio is more significant for the more
neutron-rich system. It thus appears that variation of n/p multiplicity ratio between VdWBUU
calculation and fBUU calculation provides a robust signal of the density dependence of nuclear
symmetry energy. Furthermore, the effect of isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections
persists, with comparable magnitude, even in peripheral collisions. This offers possibility to
study such signal of the density-dependence of the symmetry energy in a wide range of central-
ities and thus eventually to provide a strong signal of the density-dependence of the symmetry
energy in a wider range of nuclear density.

The fact, that the isospin-dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections, obtained using the proper
volume of the Van der Waals–like equation of state, need to be introduced in order to fully ex-
plore the isospin dependence in the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck simulations, directly affects
the applicability of the symmetry energy parameterizations to the study of astrophysical objects
such as neutron stars or supernovae. Due to increased sensitivity to isospin due to isospin-
dependent nucleon-nucleon cross sections, the symmetry energy parameterizations may change
significantly and that will affect the extrapolations toward the nuclear densities, typical for neu-
tron stars and similar objects. On the other hand, increased sensitivity may offer more possibil-
ities for the simulations of reactions of exotic nuclear beams, with the possible observation of
stronger isospin-dependent signals.

It is of interest to estimate what effect will the introduction the isospin-dependent nucleon-
nucleon cross sections, obtained as the proper volume of the Van der Waals–like equation of
state, have on the resulting elliptic flow of neutrons and protons. Figure 4.13 shows calculated
values of the elliptic flow of neutrons and protons (determined conventionally as second Fourier
coefficient of the invariant triple differential distribution v2 relative to reaction plane) in reactions
124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at 400 AMeV at the impact parameter 6 fm. Solid and open
squares show results of VdWBUU calculation and fBUU calculation, respectively, with soft
symmetry energy parameterization. Solid and open asterisks show analogous results with stiff
symmetry energy parameterization. One can see that introduction of isospin-dependent nucleon-
nucleon cross sections, varying the ratio of neutron-neutron and proton-proton collision rates and
thus modifying the in-plane/out-of-plane emission ratios, influences the resulting values of the
elliptic flow, and since the effect appears to vary between neutrons and protons, it will strongly
influence the differential elliptic flow, thus making it a strong signature of the nuclear equation
of state, as suggested in the work [217]. However, since the effect of symmetry energy on such
differential elliptic flow tends to vary also with isoscalar part of the nuclear equation of state, it
appears necessary to study differential elliptic flow in combination with other observables, such
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Fig. 4.13. Elliptic flow of neutrons and protons in reactions 124Sn+124Sn and 112Sn+112Sn at 400 AMeV
at the impact parameter 6 fm. Solid and open squares show results of VdWBUU calculation and fBUU
calculation, respectively, with soft symmetry energy. Solid and open asterisks show analogous results with
stiff symmetry energy.

as the evolution of n/p multiplicity ratio at different polar angles and kinetic energies. Such
a study, carried out on sufficiently neutron-rich system, can provide a good sensitivity to both
isoscalar and isovector part of the nuclear equation of state.

As already mentioned, the flow observables were introduced primarily as observables di-
rectly related to the equation of the state of nuclear matter. The specific flow observables can
be identified with the coefficients of the Fourier expansion of the azimuthal angular distribution
relative to the reaction plane. Flow observable, related to the first Fourier coefficient v1 is usu-
ally called as directed transverse flow. It can be alternatively expressed in terms of a slope of
the momentum px (in the reaction plane) at zero rapidity. The systematics of this observable for
protons observed in the collisions of Au+Au at various beam energies was published in [248].
The elliptic flow is characterized by the value of the second Fourier coefficient v2 and its system-
atics for the protons observed in the collisions of Au+Au at mid-rapidity was published in the
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work [249]. When combined, these two systematics provide a good set of experimental data for
testing of the transport codes and for determination of the parameters of the equation of the state
of nuclear matter.

In order to evaluate flow observables in the BUU simulations, it is necessary to implement a
method for selection of the free nucleons. Like in the work [245], in a standard variant, particles
are considered as emitted when they are separated in the phase-space from any other particle
and separation is large enough to assure that two particles are not part of a cluster (a condition
∆~p∆~r > 2h is implemented). Since the work [101], the equations of state used in simulations
usually represent two extremes of the mean field, the soft EoS with the compressibility K0 of
200 MeV (κ = 7/6), and the hard EoS with K0 of 380 MeV (κ = 2). The symmetry energy is
usually parameterized in two ways, either as a stiff symmetry energy parameterization (as1= 12.5
MeV, γ1 = 2/3, as2 = 17.5 MeV and γ2 = 2) or soft symmetry energy parameterization (as1 =
12.5 MeV, γ1 = 2/3, as2 = 17.5 MeV and γ2 = 1/2). However, in order to perform a detailed
analysis, also testing of intermediate equations of state and density dependences of symmetry
energy is desirable, and such equations of state, fullfilling the usual saturation conditions, were
introduced.

As a best variant of the calculations appears to be the VdWBUU simulation (with in-medium
nucleon-nucleon cross sections) using the EoS with compressibility K0 of 272 MeV (κ = 1.5)
and the symmetry energy parameterization (as1 = 12.5 MeV, γ1 = 2/3, as2 = 17.5 MeV and
γ2 = 1.5). Besides the selection criterion mentioned above, the low energy cutoff was imple-
mented at transverse momentum 0.4 GeV/c, since such low-energy particles carry essentially
their initial randomly generated transverse momenta, and also the effect of Coulomb interaction,
which would affect primarily these particles, is not taken into account in the BUU. The results
are shown in the Figure 4.14. From the other simulations, the one with the same EoS and the soft
symmetry energy parameterization fails most dramatically in particular case of the elliptic flow
at the lowest beam energy 400 AMeV, which can be a sign of the sensitivity of the elliptic flow
at this energy toward density dependence of the symmetry energy. The simulations with the soft
EoS fail to reproduce both the directed transverse flow and elliptic flow and thus the soft EoS
appears to be excluded by the experimental directed transverse flow and elliptic flow systematics
in the Au+Au collisions at the impact parameters b = 5.5–7.5 fm.

From the fBUU simulations using the free nucleon-nucleon cross sections, none can repro-
duce all the experimental observables. The better results were obtained using the using the stiff
EoS, where stiff symmetry energy parameterization appears to give slightly better results for el-
liptic flow than the soft symmetry energy parameterization, especially at the lowest beam energy
400 AMeV. The results for the stiff EoS and the stiff symmetry energy parameterization, using
again the selection criterion mentioned above and the low energy cutoff at transverse momen-
tum 0.4 GeV/c fail to describe the elliptic flow, and, moreover, especially interesting appears
the failure to describe the directed flow at 10 AGeV. In comparison with the conclusions of
the work [245], it appears that the implementation of the EoS-dependent in-medium nucleon-
nucleon cross sections results in more realistic dependence of the results of simulations on the
parameterization of the density-dependence of symmetry energy. The simulation with the free
nucleon-nucleon cross sections (fBUU) appears to hint at the correct trend of the density depen-
dence of the symmetry energy, it however appears to be inconclusive in this respect. Similarly to
VdWBUU simulations, the fBUU simulations with the soft EoS again fail to reproduce both the
directed side flow and elliptic flow and thus the soft EoS appears to be excluded.
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Fig. 4.14. Systematics of the proton directed transverse flow (right panels, lines show experimentally
observed slopes) and the difference of calculated and experimental proton elliptic flow at mid-rapidity (left
panels) in the collisions of Au+Au at various beam energies. Results were obtained using the VdWBUU
simulation using the EoS with compressibility K0 of 272 MeV and the symmetry energy parameterization
with γ2 = 1.5.
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The new implementation of the BUU, the VdWBUU simulation (with in-medium nucleon-
nucleon cross sections) thus appears to reproduce the flow observables in the Au+Au collisions
in the energy range from 400 AMeV to 10 AGeV using the stiff EoS and the stiff symmetry
energy parameterization. The implementation of the BUU, using the free nucleon-nucleon cross
sections, can not describe correctly the global trends of flow observables. The model thus pro-
vides an environment for testing of equations of state, used for various applications in nuclear
physics and astrophysics. The possible implications for nuclear astrophysics will be discussed
later.

4.5 Quark deconfinement phase transition

As shown earlier, nucleus-nucleus collisions at ultra-relativistic energies lead to conditions suit-
able for the release of quarks and gluons from the confinement in hadrons. Quantum Chromody-
namics (QCD), the theory of strong interactions (see [250] for a recent review), predicts a phase
transition from a state of hadronic constituents to a plasma of deconfined quarks and gluons, as
the energy density exceeds a critical value. The opposite phase transition, from quarks and glu-
ons to hadronic matter, took place about 10−5 s after the Big Bang, which is supposed to be at the
origin of our Universe. The ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions [251] offer the conditions
for study of the properties of strongly interacting matter at high energy density, in particular its
phase diagram and the properties of quark-gluon plasma (QGP) [252].

Already in 1951 Pomeranchuk [253] conjectured that a finite hadron size implies a critical
density, nc, above which nuclear matter cannot be in a hadronic state. In 1965, Hagedorn [254]
inferred that an exponentially growing mass spectrum of hadronic states (observed up to masses
of about 1.5 GeV) implies a critical temperature Tc of the order of 200 MeV (≈ 2 ·1012 K). How-
ever, the elementary building blocks of QCD, the quarks and gluons (carrying an extra quantum
number called ”color”) have not been directly observed in experiments, although indications of
their existence have been clearly identified in deep-inelastic collisions and jet production. A
fundamental property of QCD, the asymptotic freedom, first introduced by Gross, Wilczek, and
Politzer in 1973 [255], implies that the attractive force (coupling) between quarks increases as a
function of their separation. Moreover, the confinement of quarks (and gluons) inside hadrons is
another fundamental feature of QCD, although not fully understood yet. The term quark-gluon
plasma was first introduced by Shuryak [256].

When the quarks are released from hadrons, two not necessarily related phase transitions can
occur. Besides asymptotic freedom, release of quarks also means restoration of chiral symmetry,
with the consequence that free quarks lose almost all of their constituent mass inside hadrons
and preserve only much smaller current mass. An important (and not yet answered) question is
whether the critical temperatures for deconfinement Tc and for chiral symmetry restoration (Tχ)
coincide, for which there is no known circumstance which would require that.

It is normally supposed, that the critical point of the phase transition will be located at high
values of baryonic chemical potential (at the end of the solid line in Figure 4.15) and thus may
not be crossed at heavy-ion colliders such as RHIC and LHC (such crossover phase transition is
illustrated by dashed line in Figure 4.15), however recent theoretical results [257] suggest that,
at some values of the pion mass (which is a measure of the spontaneous breaking of chiral sym-
metry), there might appear additional critical point at low values of baryonic chemical potential.
Thus possibly an another open question might arise from these recent results.
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Fig. 4.15. Schematic phase diagram of the quark deconfinement phase transition.

The phase diagram at high values of baryonic chemical potential may exhibit some other
exotic forms of nuclear matter, such as quarkyonic matter [258], where quarks are confined but
chirally symmetric, or color superconductor [259] (Color SC in Figure 4.15). However, the part
of the phase diagram around the expected first-order phase transition (solid line in Figure 4.15)
with the possible mixed phase will be possible to investigate at the presently constructed facilities
such as FAIR in Darmstadt, Germany, NICA at Dubna, Russia, or at IMP in Lanzhou, China.

The transition to free quarks and gluons is accompanied by the sudden increase of the energy
density as a function of temperature. For the 2-flavor case, the transition corresponds to a critical
temperature Tc ' 170 MeV with critical energy density εc ' 0.7 GeV, while for the 3-flavor
case Tc is smaller by about 20 MeV.

Thermodynamical description of quark-gluon plasma starts from grand partition functions
for fermions (particles and anti-particles) and bosons

(T lnZ)f =
gfV

12

(
7π2

30
T 4 + µ2T 2 +

1
2π2

µ4

)
, (T lnZ)b =

gbV π2

90
T 4, (4.17)

where gf and gb are the respective degeneracies (degrees of freedom). The average energy,
particle number and entropy densities and the pressure then become

ε =
T

V

∂(T lnZ)
∂T

+µn, n =
1
V

∂(T lnZ)
∂µ

, P =
∂(T lnZ)

∂V
, s =

1
V

∂(T lnZ)
∂T

. (4.18)

Using the thermodynamic relation: ε = −P + Ts + µn one can establish the equation of
state (EoS) of an ideal gas: P = ε/3. Assuming that the hadronic world is composed of pions,
gh = 3. For three colors and two spin values, for quarks and gluons one has gq = 12Nf and
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gg = 16, respectively. Nf is the number of flavors (the lighter quarks u, d and s are the only
ones relevant). Consequently, at vanishing the chemical potential, the energy densities for the
hadronic stage and for a gas of free quarks and gluons are, respectively:

εh/T 4 =
π2

10
, εqg/T 4 = (32 + 21Nf )

π2

60
. (4.19)

For Nf = 3, εqg/T 4 = 15.6, denoted as the Stefan-Boltzmann limit, εSB . It is interesting to
note that the calculated values are well below the values for non-interacting gases, indicating that
the QGP is far from an ideal gas at temperatures as high as several times Tc.

A simple way to incorporate the two basic properties of QCD, asymptotic freedom and con-
finement, is achieved in the so-called (MIT) bag model [260]. It prohibits quarks and gluons
from existing outside the bag (which can be any finite volume) by adding a shift from the physi-
cal vacuum into the QCD vacuum by an extra term in the partition function of the plasma phase:
(T lnZ)vac = −BV , where B is the bag constant. It is easy to show that the EoS in this case
becomes: P = (ε−4B)/3. The phase transition trajectory in the T −µ plane can be constructed
by applying the Gibbs criteria for the phase transition:

Ph = Pqg, µh = µqg(= 3µq), Th = Tqg = Tc. (4.20)

which leads to the quadratic dependence analogous to the one shown in Fig. 4.15.
Clearly, given the short timescales of a nucleus-nucleus collision and the small volume in-

volved (typical lattice QCD calculations are performed for the bulk properties) the reconstruction
of the various stages of the collision is a difficult task. It is consequently of great importance to
find experimental observables which carry information (preferentially) from one particular stage,
in particular about the QGP phase. Specific probes of QGP have been proposed [110, 261] and
are currently being studied experimentally: i) direct photons [262]; ii) low-mass dileptons [263];
iii) strangeness [264]; iv) charmonium suppression [252]; v) jet-quenching [265]; vi) fluctua-
tions [266, 267].

Of these probes, as the most direct, model independent and most conclusive concerning the
existence of strongly interacting deconfined medium such as quark-gluon plasma appears jet-
quenching (jet medium modification). Hadronic jets are signatures of scattered high energy
partons (quarks and gluons), which due to confinement potential produce a number of correlated
hadrons. Such jets are usually produced in pairs. In the quark-gluon plasma, the quarks may lose
part of their energy and the jet may be strongly modified or disappear at all. The nuclear mod-
ification factor RAA is obtained from comparison of yields of inclusive charged hadrons in the
nucleus-nucleus collision to the same quantity in proton-proton collisions, with appropriate nor-
malization factor. First evidence of parton energy loss has been observed at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) from the suppression of high-pt particles studying the nuclear modification
factor RAA [268] and the suppression of back-to-back correlations [269]. At RHIC, the observed
magnitude of the medium modification was sufficient to counterbalance the RAA enhancement
due to multiple scattering (the so-called Cronin effect), while in ultra-relativistic heavy-ion col-
lisions at center-of-mass energy of 2.76 TeV at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), the direct
observation of jet quenching [270] already leads to the values of RAA down to 0.2. Also, the
preliminary results from LHC indicate expected hierarchy among light and heavy quarks.

Thus it appears that the evidence of the existence of the new state of matter with deconfined
quarks and gluons is provided. Based on the data on elliptic flow, this matter was reported [271]
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to exhibit properties of the ideal liquid with minimum shear viscosity (close to the theoretical
low limit η/s = 1/4π), as it is indicated by comparison to hydrodynamical simulations. The
hydrodynamical simulations (for an overview see e.g. [272]) apply ideal fluid dynamics to gen-
erate the resulting flow observables, starting from some initial condition, representing the time
and temperature at which the system reached thermal equilibrium. Matter which can be char-
acterized as a ”perfect liquid” will necessarily differ from weakly coupled quark-gluon plasma
(non-interacting ideal quark and gluon gas) since it still appears to exhibit strong interaction and
thus it is usually named as strongly coupled quark-gluon plasma (sQGP). However, an alterna-
tive explanation, using the two component model, combining the hard (perturbative QCD) and
soft (projectile dissociation according to parton distribution function) processes, appears feasi-
ble [273]. Thus the essence of the observed matter might be a topic of further discussion.

The initial conditions, mentioned above, are usually estimated using the properties of the
hadronic final, as shown earlier. In order to describe such initial condition, several models were
developed. One of them is the so-called Color Glass Condensate [274]. According to Einstein’s
theory of relativity, a high-energy nucleus appears length contracted, or compressed, along its
direction of motion. As a result, the gluons inside the nucleus appear to a stationary observer
as a ”gluonic wall” traveling near the speed of light. At very high energies, the density of the
gluons in this wall is seen to increase greatly, and the shadowing and saturation effects may arise,
in principle analogous to saturation in nuclear matter. Unlike the quark-gluon plasma produced
in the collision of such walls, the color-glass condensate describes the walls themselves, and is
an intrinsic property of the particles that can only be observed under high-energy conditions such
as those at RHIC and at the LHC. However, the minijet model [275], based on perturbative QCD,
appears also to be able to describe experimental initial conditions [273]. Further work will be
needed to decide which description is more appropriate.

The observation of jet medium modification open possibility to study mechanism of energy
loss in the strongly interacting deconfined medium. The perturbative QCD considers mechanism
of energy loss due to gluonic radiation. However, also the energy loss due to scattering can not
be excluded. In order to study the properties of the quark-gluon plasma in non-perturbative QCD
approach, the gauge gravity duality (conformal field theory in the anti-de Sitter space, AdS/CFT)
was introduced from the string theory. This theory is capable to describe qualitatively various
aspects of nucleus-nucleus collisions, such as thermodynamics and hydrodynamical description,
including e.g. the low limit of shear viscosity (for overview we refer to [276]), and offers also
possibility to study mechanism of energy loss. In any case, the availability of theory, capable to
describe the parton energy loss, is crucial for understanding the physics of strongly interacting
deconfined matter.

As shown above, the study of ultrarelativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions appears to be a very
lively and quickly evolving field (much richer than it was possible to show in this article) and
further investigations, which are underway both at the LHC and in theory will be needed to
construct a consistent global picture and thus achieve a major progress in the study of strongly
interacting matter.

4.6 Implications for nuclear astrophysics

Study of the equation of state in nucleus-nucleus collisions can in principle provide information,
necessary to describe properties of stellar objects like supernovae and neutron stars and astro-
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physical properties such as nucleosynthesis. A review of possible nuclear and particle physics
that can be studied with neutron stars can be found e.g. in [161]. Already in 1934 the idea was ex-
pressed by Baade and Zwicky that some supernovae are driven by the energy released in collapse
of the core of a massive star into a dense compact stellar object [160]. These objects are named
neutron stars. Neutron stars are observed as pulsars, rapidly rotating neutron stars emitting ra-
dio waves from their magnetic poles. If the star’s magnetic axis is not aligned with the rotation
axis these emissions are observed as pulse trains. These cosmic lighthouses were first observed
by Bell and Hewish in 1967 [277]. Since that time neutron stars/pulsars have been the subject
of intensive studies as they serve as a laboratory for study of matter under extreme conditions
Neutron stars appear to have average densities of the order of nuclear matter≈ 1014 g/cm3 [160]
and magnetic field strengths of between 108 and 1013 G [278]. Thus neutron stars, besides being
suitable systems for investigating theories of gravity and of the interstellar medium, are unique
laboratories for studying matter at high densities. In neutron stars, matter ranges from nuclei
embedded in a sea of electrons at low densities in the outer crust, to increasingly neutron-rich
structures in the inner crust, to the extremely neutron-rich uniform matter in the outer core, and
possibly exotic states of matter at high densities in the inner core [279, 280]. The theoretical
understanding of nuclear matter and atomic nuclei over such a range of densities and isospin
asymmetry is one of the current frontiers in nuclear science. The equation of state (EoS) of
dense matter is also a key ingredient in modeling neutron star and black hole formation and, in
particular, the gravitational wave signal from mergers of binary neutron stars [281,282,283] and
neutron star-black hole mergers [284] is sensitive to it.

In order to describe structure of a neutron star, general theory of relativity needs to be applied.
The resulting Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkov (TOV) equation is used to calculate the mass-radius
relationship of a neutron star. In natural units the TOV equation is [160]

P ′(r) =
dP

dr
= −

G [ε(r) + P (r)]
[
M(r) + 4πr3P (r)

]
r [1− 2GM(r)]

(4.21)

with

M ′(r) =
dM(r)

dr
= 4πε(r)r2, (4.22)

and where

• G is the gravitational constant,

• M(r) is the enclosed mass of the star,

• ε(r) is the energy density, and

• P (r) is the internal pressure of the star.

Implicit assumption, not fully corresponding to real neutron star but simplifying calculations,
is that a neutron star is a static, spherical symmetric relativistic fluid in hydrostatic equilibrium
and no rotational effects on the star’s interior and metric are considered. Since (4.21) and (4.22)
are two coupled differential equations they have to be solved numerically. In order to solve the
equations the appropriate equation of the state needs be chosen, the central density ρc needs to be
set and the edge of the star is defined by a chosen pressure PR (in general chosen corresponding
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to the density of iron or some other heavy metal.), at which point the value of r is defined to
be the radius, R, of the star and mass enclosed by R, M(R), the mass of the star. By solving
for a range of ρc, using the same equation of state, a series of solutions of the TOV equation
are produced. For the canonical neutron star, R is of the order of 10 km and M is about 1.5
M� [160].

Neutron stars are thus of particular interest as the object allowing to constrain the nuclear
equation of state. Specifically, several aspects of neutron star physics and supernovae collapse
rely on the density dependence of the symmetry energy. Among them can be mentioned the na-
ture of various phases coexisting within a neutron star [285], the feasibility of direct URCA cool-
ing processes [286], proto-neutron star cooling rates [208, 287], the composition [285] and the
thickness of its inner crust, the frequencies of its crustal vibrations and neutron stars radii [208].
These properties are currently being investigated with ground-based and satellite observatories.

Alternatively to nucleus-nucleus collisions, the density dependence of the symmetry energy
in nuclear astrophysics is parameterized using only the linear and quadratic terms in the vicinity
of saturation density

Esym(ρ) = Esym (ρ0) +
L

3

(
ρ− ρ0

ρ0

)
+

Ksym

18

(
ρ− ρ0

ρ0

)2

(4.23)

where L and Ksym are the slope

L ≡ 3
[
ρ0

d

dρ

(
Esym(ρ)

ρ

)]
ρ=ρ0

(4.24)

and curvature parameters

Ksym ≡ 9
[
ρ2
0

d2

dρ2

(
Esym(ρ)

ρ

)]
ρ=ρ0

(4.25)

and use of such parameterization allowed to establish e.g. linear correlation of the neutron skin
thickness of nucleus 208Pb to the slope parameter L [288], which demonstrates a close relation
of the properties of finite nuclei to properties of stellar objects. Unfortunately, for now the skin
thickness of 208Pb is not known with precision allowing to constrain the parameter L. The results
of the PREX experiment were reported recently [289,290], indicating larger than expected value
of the skin thickness, however the experimental uncertainties are still too large to make definite
conclusions.

The recent work [291] reports a representative study of constraints on EoS, resulting mainly
from the least model dependent property of neutron star which is its maximum mass. Using
the above TOV equation and a particular equation of state, it is possible to obtain the mass
vs radius correlation, which allows to determine the maximum mass of the neutron star, limits
for its radius and for its central density. The family of equations of state was restricted by the
representative set of results from nuclear physics, including nucleus-nucleus collisions. As the
maximum mass of the neutron star a recently value of M = 1.97M� [292] is used. The value of
the symmetry energy at saturation density was constrained to Esym(ρ0) = 30–33.5 MeV and the
slope parameter was constrained less strictly to a range of values L = 32–57 MeV. This range of
values allows the wide range of compressibilities of which the values K = 210–260 MeV were
considered, and the restrictions on radii of neutron stars are obtained and compared to available
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data, which however is not sufficiently precise at present. The stiffer the equation of state is, the
larger the allowed maximum mass of neutron star becomes, while the central density drops and
radius of the neutron star increases. For instance, the observation of the heavy neutron star with
mass M = 1.97M�, appears to exclude very high central densities, necessary for the existence
of matter with deconfined quarks in the star interior. This restriction may become even tighter in
the case that the reported observation of the neutron star with mass M = 2.4M� [293] will be
confirmed.

In this context it is interesting to consider to what extent is the possible combination of the
EoS with K0 = 272 MeV and symmetry energy with γ = 1.5 in equation (4.9), obtained from
flow systematics, compatible with results obtained for neutron stars. The parameterization of
symmetry energy, used in [291], differs from eq. (4.9), however, it suggests that EoS is consistent
with relatively stiff symmetry energy with γ2 = 1.5. The constrained values of Esym(ρ0) and
L depend only weakly on compressibility of EoS and thus even stiffer equations of state appear
feasible, even if restrictions due to causality must be considered. Also, the recent re-analysis of
the determination of the neutron star radii appears to lead to larger radii with lower limit around
14 km [294] and thus to stiffer equation of the state. Also the reported thick neutron skin of
208Pb, reported by the PREX experiment, appears to favor stiffer equation of state [295]. On
the other hand, the equation of state, used in the analysis of flow systematics, did not consider
momentum dependence, which might possibly result in softer EoS and symmetry energy. Further
investigations are necessary.

In general, nuclear astrophysics appears to be important complement to the study of nucleus-
nucleus collisions. It is desirable to perform as many comparisons as possible, ideally using fully
compatible parameterizations of the equation of state.
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5 Conclusions

As demonstrated in this work, the study of nucleus-nucleus collisions from the low to ultra-
relativistic beam energies is a diverse field, allowing to address wide range of fundamental
physics. In each region of beam energies, characteristic reaction mechanisms are observed and
offer possibility to obtain information on the properties of nuclear matter under specific condi-
tions, what allows to determine a global equation of the state and construct a global phase dia-
gram of the strongly interacting nuclear matter. The extracted properties of the nuclear matter can
be used for development of theoretical description of the nuclear matter and the underlying theory
of the strong interaction, the quantum chromodynamics. The properties of the nuclear matter fur-
ther allow to make conclusions on various aspects of the nuclear astrophysics and astro-particle
physics, from the primordial nucleosynthesis through production of heavy nuclei, properties of
neutron stars, supernova explosions, to the physics of the early Universe. The nucleus-nucleus
collisions can be also used as a practical tool for production of very exotic neutron-rich nuclei,
thus allowing to enter this yet completely unknown domain with the potential for further dis-
coveries of new nuclear phenomena. Further progress in the field will depend on availability
of the new experimental facilities with the capabilities greatly exceeding the capabilities of the
presently existing experimental facilities. Construction of such facilities and full exploration of
their capabilities will be the goal of the nuclear physics community in the upcoming decades.
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